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O!iAPTER I 
'lBE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING 
Layman ana scientist alike have generally felt that 
there 1s en intricate relationship between language and 
personal1t1.• In attempts to demonstrate this, various 
investigators have subjeoteft verbal behavior to both quali-
tative and quantitative analysia.· The_qualitative approach 
has yielded more significant results, comparatively, than 
,the quantitative. Sinoe the latte~, however, has not been 
very frequently employed, unexplored possibilities exist 
that may yield further evidence in support ot tb.e hypothesis 
.that there is a close connection between language and 
personal! ty_. The need for research wl th the quanti tatl ve 
method is therefore indicated .• 
I. THE PROBLEM 
The speolfio problem of the present research was to 
examine quantitatively certain grammatical categories as 
measures of an attitude, namely, degree of dominance. 
II. GENERAL BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM 
Language may be conceptualized as comprising a series 
of interrelated .. symb()ls to express and oomm~1cate ideas, 
2 
emotions, and desires. Grayl seems to ~efleot this view in 
his interpretation of language as the material representa-
tion ot what 1s essentially immaterial, namely, the emotion-
al, intellectual and spiritual states.. 'fhoughts, emotions, 
and desires are commonly oonsiil·ered to be tension expression 
and tension-reducing processes. Personality may be regarded 
a·s the pattern ot tension-reducing processes that ohareoter-
ize the individual. The intimata association of language 
with personality lles, therefore, in .the faot that. l.anguag~ 
consists of the symbolic representations of thoughts, 
emotions, and desires which compose the pattern of tension-
reducing processes that constitutes personality. It follows& 
therefore, that the analysis of verbal behavior should yield 
much which ~efleets the nature of personality. 
Many investigators are.in aeeord with this conclusion. 
Sapir2=has stated that language habits, such as the quality 
of voice. phonetic patterns, and rate of speech; are 
indicators of personality and that personality is largely 
reflected in the choice of words. Frank says that; uThrougb 
language we are able to.approaeh the other person~s private 
1 Louts B. Gray, Fonnaations .2! Lan.guase (New York: 
Macmillan, 1939), p. 1.5. . · . 
2 Edward Sapir. •Speech as a Personality Tra1t,n 
American Journal RL Sooiolog, 32:892-905, U:ay 1927. 
world and idiomatic personality p.rocesses.nl· · .. The· woras we 
choose to express our thoughts • assert. Pillsbury and Meader, 4 
are determined by the group of associates which.$re usually· 
sub®nsoious; the words are organized.· .by our thoughts and ; 
intentions.. According to the Phil.ologlst G~im, ·speech· is· a 
storehouSe ()f our w1shes·1 frustrations, intentions, and 
values~ One of·the·theor1es otthe origin ot language, the 
Interjeeti~iual fteory, claims tbat speech is aer1ved from. 
1nter3ect1ons·wh1ch express and oommunlcate emotion~. 
Examples of this include the "ah" and "oh" of' surprise, the 
"own of paln, the ne-e-e" ot fright or joy.· 'rhesa st·atements 
support the hypothesis that language is an expression of 
personality. 
A·mo.l'e specific study, an analysis of writ.ten 
lansuage by W1111ams,5 found that,sentences trom G. B• Shaw's 
and G. K. Chesterton's books each had a peculiar· stylistic 
· trait (sentence length).. The stylistic trait is a function 
. of both . the personality and the nature of the material .. 
Since both of these authors wrote in similar fields, it is 
. .. . 3 .Lawrence lt. Frank, Pro active Methods (Springtielcl, 
Illinois: Thomas Publishing Companr ·, p. 59. · 
. · 4 Walter Pillsbury and Clarence Meader, The Psychology; 
.2[ Langgase {New York: Appleton Century, 1928), p:T;. · · 
. 5 Clarence B.· Wllliams. "A Note on the Statistical 
Analysis of Sentence Length as a Criteria of Literary Style,n 
Biom.efjrika·, 31:356-)61, 1940 . 
4 . 
quite plausible ~o say that Williams demonstrated that there 
are 1ndlv1dual differences in the stylistic traits cf written 
behavior. Young's resnlts6 indicate another type of rela-
tionship between personality and speech. She tound a cor- . 
relation between the socio-economic level of ·the parents and 
the sentence length of the speech of the child. 
·Stuttering, as a particular language phen~enon,. has 
been investigated with reference to uncertain cereb~al 
Ciominance and other personality factors~ Knott and 'f.Jossem7 
have taken electroencephalograms from both cerebral hemi-
spheres of s'butterers and non-stutterers during speech.· 
Their results show d1stinot1ve differences between the two 
groups. differenees that are related to the balance of 
excitation in the two hemispheres. ~is physiological 
explanation, however; does not explain all cases of stutter~. 
lng, nor·does it explain how it develops. ·cobb8 attributes' 
the precipitating t'aotor to· some emotional· stress. Fletcher9 
6 Florence ~~~ Young, "An· Analysis of certain Variables 
in a Developmental.St11dY of Language," Genet1o.~alcholosy 
Monographs, .2):)-142, · 1941. · . · · 
. 1 John R. Knott and · 'fb.eodore D. '1' 3ossem, "Bilateral 
Electroencephalograms rrom Normal Speakers and stutterers,o 
J~urnal o~ Exper~ental,Psroholosx. 32:)57-362, 194). 
' S Stanley Cobb,. Borderlands of Psyohlatrx- (Cambridge: 
Harvard UniversitJ Pres~. 1943), p. Jr. · · . 
9 lohn M. Fletcher, ~Problem~ Stuttering (New 
York: Longmans. l928),·p. 312. . 
~ 
\ 
says i't is t;he h.abitu.al att1t:ttde of fear, embarrassment. and 
. . •. ' . ' .. 
lack ot oontidenee in one's speech or in onesel~ which 
• ' ' I 
causes stuttering. 
Among the mentellJ 111, furthermore, speeeb is often 
considered to ~e an 1.nd1catlon of the disorder. In an 
. .1C...:. . 
analysis of their language patte~ns, 1t was found that mania 
tends to m~nitest itself in the fl1tt1ng from one topic to 
another. On the other hand, the depressed person's speech 
is slow an~ mono~onous; there is little change of voice and 
much repetition. The schizophrenic's speech is disarranged; 
he uses so many idiosyncratic meanings for words that his 
speech ls usually unintelligible~ Bis speech is also 
impersonal~lO 
~he voice. as another specific aspect of language, 
has an intimate relationship with personality. Wagoner ana 
Downeyll speak of a one-to-one relationship between vocali-
zation. such as rbythm and tempo, and temperament.. 'l'.b.ey 
. . ; . 
found that the person who speaks rapidly and with great 
impulsion will act accorclinS}.y.. The person who speaks w1 th 
great deliberation and hesitancy behaves e!milarly in 
10 Mary .Alice Wh1te, uA Stuc.ly of SobJ.zophrenlo · 
Language .. " Jouaal. ~Abnormal an.cl Social Psycholosl, 44:60· 
74, No. 1, January 1949. · · 
11 to-visa ,-agone~ and John .E. Downey, "Speech and 
W111-Temperment," Journal of·Applled Psyoholol!, 6:291~29?, 1922.. . - .. . 
6 
· non-verbal behavior. Taylorl2 reports that twenty people 
listening to twenty voices were able to agree to a high · 
extent on the personality traits of the people concerned, 
with speech as the only guide.· Allport and cantrill) 
discovered that when listeners judged the personality of the 
unseen speaker, they judged the more highly organized and 
deep-seated traits -an~ dispositions more consistently and 
'more oorr~tly. than the more specifio features of physique 
and appearance. 
In the preoe41ng paragraphs; various aspects of 
· language were mentioned, e.g. ~style~ or sentence length, 
. . . .. . 
stuttering, rhythm, tempo, and quality of, voice. These, 
along with the words used and the combination thereof, are 
.the various modes of representing and oommunioat1ng thoughts, 
.emotions, and desires.. It is the unique manner and pattern 
ln ·.which s1;1.ch various aspects ot language are arranged which 
41stingu1sh one personality from another. 
Inasmnch as the specific problem of this disse~tation 
. . 
entailed the quantitative analysis of grammatical construe~ 
tiona, namely sub~ects, verbs, adjectives, objects,- and their 
. . 12 Harold 0 a Taylor, "Social Agreement on. Personal! ty 
. Traits. as Judgeil fr014 Speech, 0 Jotll"nel .!!!: Social. Psrohologl, 
.. 5:244-248, 1934. . . . 
1.3 Gordon W. Allport and H~ Cantril, "Judging 
Personality froiD. Vo1ee, 0 · Journal cd Social PsycholOSl, .;:27-
~.u~. -. - . 
arrangements• the next section is devoted to the survey of 
the work done in this area. 
ni.. SPECIFIC SMTING OF 'fBE PROBLEM 
7 
Busemanl4 was one of the first investigators to use 
the quantitative analysis or language. Be employed the 
0 aetion quotient.n equal ~o the number of verbs divided by 
the number of ad3 eeti ves in a given language sample.. Be 
found that 1t correlated negatively with emotional stability 
of pupils as 3udged subjectiVel7 by their teachers. Bode.rl5 
' later worked along the same lines as Buseman. However, he 
inverted the fraction; the number of ad3ectives was divided 
-Y the nwnber of verbs. ~s Boder called the adjective-
verb quotient (AVQ). Be demonstrated that there is a s1gn1-
fioant difference for various types of written material, 
namely drama, law, fiction~ and science. Be also totmCI that 
the AVQ fluctuates for the individual wr1ter 4ur1ng h1s life-
. ti.tne. ft.d3 ecti ves and verbs were again recently aouted by 
14 Buseman~ 1?!.! Sprache.!!!: Jugend .!.!! ·Ausdruok!,!!: 
Entwioklun~rhytmik, 1925. · · 
1; David Boder, nThe Aajeotive-Verb Quotient: A 
Contribution to the Psychology of Language," ~ Psyoho-
losieal. Record, 3:310-.34), 1940 .. 
8 
Mann.l.6 Be f:ounci that normal. sub3eots had a mora h:lghly-
41fferent1•tin8 language s~ructure, 1n that they use more 
adjectives per verb, than do the schizophrenics. This may be 
interpreted to mean that normals are more ab1e to represent 
aoouratel:v the actualities which they attempt to symbolize. 
AnOther 1ingulstio construction, the subordinate 
(~epencient) elause,l7 has been quantitatiVelY' investigated by 
LaBrantlS and AD4erson~l9 LaBrant used the "subordination 
index," the number of subordinate cleuses 41v1ded by the total 
number· ot verbs, iU. ana.iy~ing children •s language employed ·in 
their written composition. The investigation showed that the 
0subord1nat1on 1ttclex0 :1s a function of both mental and ohrono-
. . 
logical age but is markedly influenced b7 chronological age 
when mental age 1s constant- In other woraa, there is 
between ebronologloal. age· and the "subordination index" . a 
relationsllip,whioh 1s more than that between mental age and 
16 Wendell Johnson, 0 Program of Research1 • PS7Cho-los1c'* Monosraphs, Vol. S6, No. 2, 1944, pp. )9-?0. 
iary~~ohmanMann. 0 III the Quantitative Differentiation of 
. Samples-of Written Language." 
17 In the sentence 0 Sam delivers papers before he 
eom.es to school," "before he comes to school" ls the subor-
41nate (dependent) clause. ·· · 
18 Lou L. LaBrant, "A Study of Certain Language 
Developments of Children in Grades Four to Twelve, Inclusive," 
Genetic Psychology Monoi£aphs, 14:387-492, 19J). 
19 John E .. Anderson, "An Evaluation of Various 
Indices of Linguistic Development," Child Development, $:62-
68, 19)7. 
9 
the ~subordination ·tndex.n 'l'har·e was no difference ·between 
boys and g!rls on subordination and length of clauses. 
An4erson made a slm1lar study on college students• composi-
tions. Ele foun4 that the proportionate number of subordin-
ate predicates showed ·no s1gn1t1oant relationship to age. 
sex, coll.ege aptitude, Iowa English scores, or high school 
rank. ~us h!s results suggest that the use of subordinate 
. clauses is a function of chronological age up to a certain 
point. It then reaches a plateau wher~ no difterentlation 
can be made .. 
A further approaell.to quantitative analysis stems 
from the work of Piaget.20 Be has stated that the thought 
of the chilo· evolves from an egocentric and aut1st1e type 
to the logical and socialized type of adulthood. Egocentri-
city is expressed in speech by the use of the t1rst person 
while soe1811zat1on is shown by the nee of the third person" 
tfh1~ wo~d lead_ to the hypothesis that a child would use 
the.flrst person 1nhis speech more often than the adult. 
Several 1nvestigat1ans along this llne have been conducted. 
Adams21 reports that forty-one per cent of tbe remarks of 
20 Jean Piaget, ~ Laffuase lm!! Thou@t,!!! lJ!!! Child (New York: Harcourt Brace, 192 , p. 25. 
21 Stallley Adams, "A Study ot the .Growth of Language 
Between Two and Four Years." Journal. of Juvenile Researoh, 
16:269-2?7, 1932.. . - . .. . . 
10 
four year· olds are selt~related. Nice22 1nvest1gated·the 
conversation ot seven children and. two adults and fonna a 
aeoreas.e in the use. of "I" w1 th each age and an increase ·t·n 
the ~se ot "you.n Goodenough2) ct1seoverea 'that. pronotms 
of th$. first person singular ·are used mpra often during :play 
wi~h other children than when the ohll~ is alone with an 
a<lul~. while .pronouns ot the third person singular tend to 
drop out with age increase. B~nle and Bubbell24 found that 
. . 
oolle~e students used ego related sentences about forty per 
cent of the. time. This was about as frequent es for the 
oh1ld. The difference 11~s in the qualitative aspect. ~he 
aonlt makes statements of his aot1vlt1es, interests, end 
personal opinion, whereas the child uses expressions of 
personal power or display, of defense of his feeling ot 
ownership, and of resistance to interference. Thus growing 
social consciousness does not imply a concomitant decrease 
ot concern with the self. 
22 Margaret M.. Nice. "An Analysis of the OOnveraa ... 
t1on of Children and Adults," Child Development, 3:240.246, 
19)2. . . 
.. -
23 Florence L .. Goodenough. "IJ.'he Use of Pronouns by 
Youg OhUdrmu A Note on _t.be Devel.opment of Self-Awareness," 
Journal. 5!! Genetic PsrcholosJ, ;2:13.3-)46, 1938. 
24 Mary Henle and 'M.. B. Hubbell, "Egocentr1o1 ty in 
Adult Conversation," J'ournal of Soc1a1Ps:voholos:v, 9:227-234, 1938. .. -
Jo.lmson2S extended work·in this general field by 
establishing a program of research , on laDguage to see· if · 
dlfferenoes 1n intelligenee could also be ascertained by· 
11 
the relative frequency with which particular kinds of words 
were usea. All the research projects were exploratory in 
aatu.re.. One ~tttdy in this program., tha.t 'conductea ·by Mann, 
has alreatiy been _.e1ted.26 · Other projects were by FairbankS27 
and Ohotlos.28 Fairbanks found that college students 'Who 
were in the 90th percentile on the Iowa ~uelifying end 
Placement ~am1nst1ons had a mueh higher . i'J'pe Token Ratio, 
·that ts the nwnber of different words divided by the total 
number ot words,, than· the sohizophrenics.- ·Among the schizo-
phrenics, those with highest intelligence had the highest 
'lype Token Ratio.~ Thus· 1 t was felt that the 'fype · 'loken Ratio 
correlated pos1t1velyw1th intelligence. Chotlos analyzed 
the·wr1tten language of normal individuals~ He found that 
more highly 4eveloped the 1nd1 vidual is 1n terms of 1ntell1-
geno$ and- age" the more highly. oif:ferentiated. his language 
25 Wendell Jobnson, uprogram of Research," Psfcho-
logical MonosraRhs,·Vol, S6, No .. 2, 19441 pp.l. .. llO. 
26 See page s of this report tor MaDD' s project ... 
21 Jolulson • .2.1!• cit .. , pp. 3-38.. Fairbanks, "I 'rhe Quantitative Difterentietlon of Samples ot Spoken Language." 
-
· 28 D!!!·, P.P• ?Q-110. John w. Chotlos, "IV A · -
Statistical and Comparative Analysts of Ina1vidual Written 
Language Samples .. " · 
12 
structure. appears to be. . High int.elligenoe groups are 
characterized by a large number of nouns; low intelligence 
.g;r.-oups are characterized by many verbs ana adverbs. Ther·e 
is no significant difference 1n the number of nouns among the 
city, towp. and rural groups • 
. A comprehensive study in s1m1lar vein was undertaken 
by Balken.and Massermaa.29 ~hey used ten l1ngu1st1o·or1ter1a 
in an attempt to distinguish among enx1ety. conversion hyster-
ia. and obsessive compulsive neuroses. Protocols to twenty 
test pictures were· analyzed. The ten cr1ter1a3° and their 
respective meanings were as follows: 
1. ~he ~verage number ot words p~r phantasy gave a 
measure ~f productivity. 
2. 'rhe nl;lfAber of predicative, participial· and 
attributive adjectives indicated the relative wealth of 
static descriptions in the phantasies. 
· ). The relative number of active• passive, and 
intransitive verbs; a high number of verbs denoted a kinetic 
release in the phantasy of anxious tensions in the narrator. 
29 Eva R .. Balkan and Jules B. Massarman, "The 
Language of Phantasy: IU 'llle Language of the ·Phantasy of 
Patients with Conversion HYsteria, AnXiety State, end 
Obsessive-Oampulelve N~uros~$,n The Journal of Psycholosy. 
40:7S-86sa 1940. - , - -
)0 The un1qae.prof1le.comb1nat1on ot these ten 
criteria ·characterized each neurotic group .. 
13 
4. The relative frequency of "Pron statements, such 
as expressions .of possibility, probability, and certainty, 
which indicate the relative ability of the subject to make 
straight-forward statements; azul the relet! ve. frequency ot 
noon" statements, such as expressions of 1mposs1bUity, 
1mprobab.ll1ty, and uncertainty, which revealed obsessive 
ambivalences, overt doubt, and self criticism. 
5. Ine14ences of expressions ot conative alternative, 
equivalences, or vacillations; these indicated the difficul-
ties and am.bitendeno!es which the subject had in represent-
ing and resolving his conative conflicts in his phantasies. 
6. Zwans expressions, such as ni have to," 8 I must,n 
and "she finds it neoessary,n indicated the compulsive ten-
dencies in the subjeot•s thinking. 
7. The number of questions asked of the examiner 
during the test indicatea the·1ack ot interpersonal tension 
in the subject., 
8.. Special expressions" such as (a) vagueness: 
"sort of," "kind of," (b) reasoning: "because," (c) deriva-
tion: nas a result," {d} means: "i'b.is is how," and (e) 
special interjection: "well,"; these are indications of 
rationalization .. 
9o The number ot occurrences of (a) the first person 
pronoun, ·and (b) direct reference to t.he narrator: ntt seems 
to me,• "the way I see 1t,n etc .. ; these are measures of the 
14 
egocentr!.oity or re-introjeotion of the subject•·s imagery •. 
10. Ident1tication ot a character in the phantasy. 
with the narrator: "this might be I,·" "just like my own 
story,-" · etc •. ;: this manifested instances of more direct and 
conscious projections of the subject into his phantasies .•. 
Various characterlst1os.ot the above. ten orite.to1a 
appeared for the three neurotic reaction types.. The conver-
sion hysteria's phantasies were as follows: 
1.. Productions of medium leJ1$th. 
2. A plethora of leisurely descriptive material. 
).. Little vagueness. ambivalence or qual1t1oation of 
statement {high pro-con quotient as contrasted 
with low certainty-uncertainty and qualification-
certainty quotients and with low alternative and 
"special expressions" ratings). 
4. A minimum use ot the first person or of identifi· 
cations with the narrator• · 
In contrast, the phantasies in the anxiety state were as 
follows: 
1. Productions were brief. 
2. Use« many verbs., 
). Special expressions connoting vagueness, hesita-
tion, and trepidation were treely used. 
4. Direct ident1f1eations of the narrator with 
.characters in his phantasy frequently occurred. 
For the obsesslve•oompulsive neuroses, the phantasies were 
as follows: 
1. Used many Zwani expressions. 
. . 
2. Rationalized and elaborated the many ambivalences 
and uneertainties in his phantasies (highest 
qualification-certainty quotient; extensive 
use of "special expressions0 and lawest pro-con 
and certainty-uncertainty quotients). 
lS 
:;. Productions were long .. 
4. Much self-identification with the character in the 
phantasy. 
One of the most extensive quantitat.lve analyses of 
speech was made by Santora.3l Be invest!gated.the verbal 
expressions of twenty people. He found that they differed 
s1gnit1oantly and consistently. Be also make a thorough 
investigation of two subjects., Be investigated 279 variables. 
Ot these, 161 were found.to be significant at the ten per 
cent level in differentiating one subject from the other; 
and thirty were significant at the five per cent level.. No 
attempt was made to diagnose the personalities of the· two 
subjects~ The results of the analysis (1) demonstrate that 
individuality in speech can be treatea successfully by an 
analytical procedure, (2) indicate which categories are 
likely to be most efficacious in revealing individual 
. . 
differences, and (3} suggest that by extending this analysis 
to larger groups of subjects a certain number of bas1o 
(speeeh traits., can be discovered ana a technique devised 
31 Fillmore Santora, "Individual Differences ln 
the Mode of Verbal Expression," (Ph.D. Dissertation, Harvard 
University, Cambridge, 1941). . 
\ . 
~(_~6, 
"· .. ~- ' 
tor scoring any individual with respect to these traits~ 
Some of the above studies can be criticized on the.· 
basis that various parts of speech. such as nouns. verbs, 
and· adjectives, are used as -statio discrete units. Sapir 
says, "Our _oonven'tional classification ot words into par'ts 
of' speech is only a vagUe;. wavering approximation to a· 
consistently worked out inventory ot· exp.erienee.n32 Verbs 
are usually regarded as being inherently concerned with 
action,. noun as the name of some definite object or person, 
and adjectives as expressions ot quality.· However, upon 
closer analysis, these categories are not so simple. Each 
part of speech is graded into the other, and, in faot, could 
be converted into the other. Thus a study which-involves 
simply the counting ot verbs, adjeetives and nouns with a 
disregaro for their function. is hardly useful for a psycho-
logical interpretation 1n terms of tension expression and 
reduction. The present research attempted to deal with 
functional categories, sttch as sub3eot, object. and differ-
ent kinds of verbs (that _is,. transitive,. intransitive, and 
passive) .. 
The preceding studies have investigated the relation-
ship of various aspects o~ personality, such as intelligence, 
--------
32 Edward Sapir, Language (New York: Harc·ourt Brace 
and Company, 1921), p. 12). 
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eg()centr1c1ty, anxiety• assertion, and hesitation, to 
gramm.at1oal categories. Reslll. ta have been· frul tful enougb. 
to suggest that other types of be~vlor might alsQ have ~ 
certaln relationship to various grammatical categqr1es.· 
Inasmuch as attitudes and traits have been investigated onlY. 
to a smal~ extent with r~erence·to languag~, and inasmuch 
as they are viewed as tmpo~tant personality components, it 
was decided ·to relata the present research to that area by 
dealin~ speo1f1oally with degree of dominance as a person- , · 
ality component. In the·toll~wing chapter pertine~t itter-
ature on dominance is reviewed. 
In order to present an. over-all view, it is apP,ropr~­
ate at this time to set dow~ the remainder of the d1ss~rta­
t1Qn. As stated above, in e~apter II .literature on dominance 
is reviewed, %'elevant experiments cited, and various de:f'1n1~ 
tiona of dominance considered; a final integrative definition 
is then given. Chapter III explains the preliminary investi-
gation. ~hi$ includes the selection ot. sub3ect,s, cons·truo-
tion of the situations used as the uniform st~ul!, an account-
ing of the variables, and an outline of the procedure. The 
statistical results are also given. By inspecting the results, 
a tentative relationship between dominance and six grammatical 
categories was formulated. ;The experiment testing the rela~ 
t1onsh1p between the six grammatical categories and dominaa~e 
is made explicit in· chapter IV. Chapter V explains the 
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statistical analyses and the resUlts. Since the results 
obtained were not conclusive enough, a reelassif!oation was 
performed. Fo.ur independent judges Classified the responses 
according to three levels of dominant behavior.. 'fhe 
statistical procedure used was discriminant analysis. This 
is explained in chapter VI. Chapter VII en~a1ls the con-
struction of a theory to cover ~e relationship between · 
dominance and grammatical categories, a statement of the 
psychological hypothesis, and the empirical hypotheses to 
test.it., The results obtained from. the experim.ent were 
rather low. AD explanation for their lowness is given. 
Chapter VII~ is a. summary of the dissertation, and it 
includes implications for further research. 
CBAPfER II 
Ln'ERA'lURE ON DOMINABOE 
'!'he present chapter is concerned wlth degree of 
dominance as the selected aspeot ot personality to be 
related to language. Literature on this trait is reviewed. 
Various theorists' viewpoints on the importance of dominance 
in conoeptua11z1ng personality are considered; expertments on 
the lnfrahwnan and human level.s are cited; and numerous ciefi-
nl tiona of domlnanoe are reviewed.. Finally • an 1ntegrat1 ve 
detin1t1on of dominance is-worked out. Since dominance and 
submission refer to iihe same continuum. many of the work& 
cited involve the use of the latter ter.m. 
I. IMPORTANCE IN COBCEPTUALIZA'J!ION OF PERSONALITY 
Adlerl speaks of the ~style of lite~ ot the 1nd1v1-
dual as the unifier ot personality. '!'he hallmark of the 
8 style of 11fe0 of the dominant person is his search tor 
power and prestige. Spenoer2 called doml.nanoe and submission 
. the Principles of Supremacy and Subor4ination which operate 
in our human society and also among the lower entmals. 
1 Alfred Adler, ~he Practice and Theory ot Individual 
Psycholog (New York: BaiiO'urt Brace ani Com.pany-;-1924), 
p. 20. . 
2 Herbert Spencer, First Principles (six e41t1on; 
New York: Appleton, 1888), p,. 1111 
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Dominance., .says McDougall) is a mastery motive which is a 
product or learning in a competitive social setting. 
Ooneerniug ascendanoe (= dominance) and submission, Allport 
states 
They are dynamic modes of adjustment general-
ized and distributed quasi-nozmally in the popu-
lation at large. These • • • traits are expres-
sive in the sense that they color behavior that is 
specifically motivated to some ulterior end. That 
is to say, tn the pursuit of almost any goal, the 
ascendant person will be ascendant, the expansive 
person will be expansive ... ,. *.rhus these traits 
are "directive." Furthermore, each ma:v also aotauire 
a motivational character. The ascen4ant person · 
desires to take the active role; the expansiV$ 
person seeks opportunities to express his 1aeas • • 
In comparison with the attitudinal traits •••. they 
• are relative overt in their manifestation. more 
directive than motivational. and it is for these 
reasons that they are ... J.abeled express1ve.4 
Murpb75 speaks ot personal! ty aa made up ot three 
levels. on the first level are the global dispositions, 
such as metabolic rate. thresholds. motor strength, and 
endurance; on the second level are special reaction tenden-
·ctes which are patterns of generalized conditioning termed 
, 
traits; and on the third level is the system of integration 
3 W1111amMcDougall, An Introduction to Social 
Pszcholosz (fifteenth edition; Luce, 1926), p:-6?. 
4 Gordon w. Allport. Personal1tz A Ps;ychological 
Interpretation (New York: Henry iiOlt ana Company, 1937} 11 
p. uo. 
5 Gardner Murphy, PersonalitJ!· A B&osoc!al Approach 
{New York: Harper, and Brot1iers·, ~947 , ·PP• 64)-645 .. 
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··which arises trom the interaction of stage two components 
with one another and ather phases of the environment. This 
system of integration is the' attitude towards the self and 
the means of defending or enhancing the self. MurphY feels 
that personality functions to a large degree on the second 
and third 1evels. Since dominance ru1d subltl1ss1on are on 
the second level. they become important determiners of 
personality. 
In the foregoing paragraphs* dominance has been 
te~ed 8 un1t1er, 8 motive; and a trait. ~hese terms are 
all employed as intervening variables. ~hey sisnity,an 
L,i' 
interred internal state (of energy) that motivates behavior. 
The viewpoints of the above theorists suggest, therefore, 
that dominance ls an important personality oomP.onent. As 
such, it seems likely to reflect itself ln verbal behavior. 
Consequent!~; an investigation of dominance 1n relation to 
language 1s deemed justified. 
Before conoeputal1z1ng dominance for the purposes of 
the present study, it is fitti~ to review how previous 
investigators have utilized it- In part II experiments 
concerning dominance on the intrahuman and human levels are 
cliscussea. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIJE OB DOMINANCE 
Intrahuman Experiments. Sohjelderup-Ebbe6 investi-
gated the hierarchy of rank. callecl the 0 peck1ng order,n 
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- ' 
among blrds. A series of exper~ents on °soo1al h1erarcb1esn 
·among chickens was conducted by Murohison;7 experiments on 
' ' 
social hierarohy.among fishes, by Uobla;8 and social hier-
. . 
archy,,among rabblts, by Brown.9 The combined f'1nc1ings 
1nd1oata that a dominanoehierarchy ea1~ts among birtls,. 
chickens,. fishes a~cl rabbits.. . . 
Another experimenter_· in this· area ts' !hu_:slow.lO Be 
made an investl~ation of' dominant behavior among primates. 
The c1Qrninant an1mal was defined-as one whose behavior 
patterns are oarr1ed out without deference to the behavior 
. . 
.6 Schjelderup-Ebbe, "Social Behavior of Birdsn 1n 
Carl Mur.chison's (editor} A Handbook ot Social Peycholosy (Worcester Massachusetts, Clark university Press~ ~935). 
. . 
7 · Carl Marohison, uarhe Experimental Measurement of 
a Social Blerarohy in Gallus Domest!cus: I. The Direct 
I4ent1ficat1on and Direct Measurement of Soo1al Reflex Ro • 
. 1 and Soe1al Reflex No. 2," Journal ,2! General Psyaholog, 
12:3-39, 1935· 
8 Glenn K .. Noble, "Collecting Net, n 'lime magazine, 
September 4, 1939, p. 34. 
9 Robert H. Brown, nstab111 ty of Condi t1on1ng and 
Sexual Dominance 1n the Rabbit,n Science, 86:520, December ), 1937· . 
10 Abraham B.. Maslow. "The Role of Dominance in the 
Social and Sexual Behavior of Intra-human Primates: I. Obser-
vations ·at Vilas Park Zoo,n lournal of Genetic PsyoholoSl, 
48:261-277, 1936. P• 264. 
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patterns ot his associates. The subordinate animal is one 
whose behavior patterns are suggested, snodified, li.m1tecl, · 
or 1Dh1b1ted by the behavior patterns of its more dominant 
associates. Maslow found that the dominance role was estab-
lished shortly after the animals were put in the same cage 
and that the dominance hierarchy. once est~blished, was a 
fairly permanent relationship. 
Experiments .9!! Humans. Goodenough and Andersonll 
used the technique of putting two babies of the same age in 
a playroom. A toy was dangled before them and then dropped 
on the floor between them tor a period of two minutes. The 
experimenters observed the number of times each baby reached 
· for the toy, reached for the other child, secured the toy, 
offered the toy to the other child--all as indices of 
dominant or submissive behavior • 
.Another experiment was conducted by Bantmannol2 She 
' ' 
found a npeok1ng oroer" among children comparable to what 
was f'oWid in the lower animals. '!he relationship ?las, 
however, more complex ... Instead of A dominating B, o, and. 
D, and B dominating 0 and D. and C dominating _D as ln the 
11 Florence L. Goodenough and John E. ·Anderson, 
Experimental Child sgudy (Ne\9 York: ·u. Appleton-century 
Com.pany. l93l), PP• 1-70. 
12 Eugenia Banfmann1 "Social Structure of a Group 
of Kindergarten Children," American Journal~ Orthopszch1-
~try, 5:407-410, 1935. · 
• 
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lower animals; she found A.dominating B. B dom!.tlatlng C and 
D. but both c and D dominating A •. 
Other studies have'been conducted using various 
personality schedules on normal 1nd1v1duals. Wasson13 
em.ployecl the Humm-Wadsworth · 'J.lem.peram.ent Scale. In keeping 
with expectation; she found a significant ~nverae correla-
tion, -.72, between ascendance-subm!ssion and the Aut1st1o 
Component. A submissive person, 1t was revealed, frequently · 
- .}. :·: 
has schizoid traits that often accompany a retir!~g. asocial, 
or autistic disposition. Bender,l4 in a further investiga-
tion, f'oun6 a correlation of /.38 between asoendanoe and 
submission and extroversion and introvers16n (Heidbreder's 
test). A further study was conducted by Jack.l5 Be has 
shown that asoendanoe-submission is markedly constant in 
the individual from an early age. Be also demonstrated that 
. . 
ascendant behavior can be built up through training.so that 
a very non-ascendant child will express escendaut behavior. 
In the above expertments, a certain type of behavior 
13 Margaret M. Wasson, "'!'he Agreement among Cer'ta1n 
Types of Personal1t7 Scheaules," Journal of Psycholosz, 
9:350-363, April 1940. --
14 Irving E. Bender, "Ascendanoe-Snbm1ss1on 1n 
Relation to Certain Other Factors in Personality," Journal 
.9! Abnormal !Yl! Social Psychology, 2):137-14), 1928. 
lS Leonard M. Jack, "An Experimental Stuay of 
Ascendant Behavior in Preschool Children," Universitl rowe 
Studies: Stud:r Child Welfare, Vol. 9, No. 3, l934. 
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in eeoh case was labeled 4om1nant. For example, the 
pec~!~g order in Sohjelderup-Ebbe•s experiment was deter-
mined by ~aw mnoh the b1r4 pecked and was. peeked. The great-
er the number of birds a given bird was able to peek and the 
smaller the number he was pecked by, the higher that given 
bird was in· the pecking or dominance hierarchy. The implied 
goal was to peck other birds.. 'lhe more uominant bircl wo11l.4 
reach his goal, whereas the less dominant woula not. 
Further, Maslow def1necl dominance among pr11Bates as behavior 
carried out (attainment ot goal} without deference to the 
behavior of the other primates. Also, Goodenough and 
Anderson defined the more dominant child as the one who 
reached for the toy, secured it, and retained it longer 
than the other child in each s1 tuation.. 'the securing of th.e 
toy was aplied to be the goal. 'rhe dominant ohilcl was the 
one able to reach h1s goal more often. 
From the basic 4esor1pt1on of dominance used b7 the 
above experimenter, namely. to reach one's goal, and from 
other definitions to be supplied 1n section III. a final 
integrative definition was achieved- ~his is explained 1n 
the next section. 
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III.. DEFINI'l'ION OF DmmtANCE 
Allportl6 states that aseendance ( = dominance) ·ts 
the 41spos1t1on to dominate another person in face-to-face 
relationships,. Maslowl? has characterized the person high 
in dominance as having a feeling of. being able to han~le 
other people. and a feeling of mastery, of general . oa})abll-
. it7, and high self respect. On the other hand, the person 
with a low feeling of dominance has feelings of uncertainty, 
lacks eontldence, and lacks faith 1n himself and in his 
abilities. ~hese feelings are noted in what the subject 
says about himself in an intensive 1nterv1ew.18 Thus, it 
can be said that the dominant person is able to meet threats 
to the self and is able to handle other people. Symonasl9 
speaks of dominance as the demonstration of power to control 
others and to bend them to one's will. Ascendanoe and 
submission. according to Murphy,20 is the characteristic 
16 Gordon w. Allport~ "~e~t for Ascendanoe-subm1ss1on," 
Journal ~ Abnormal !B! Social Psycho1oSY, 23:118-136, 1928 
17 Abraham B. Maslow, "DynB.mlcs of Personal! ty Organ-
ization I, 0 Psycholosioal Review, 5:514-539, 1943~ 
18 Abraham. B. Maslow, "Dominance, Personality, and 
Social Behavior in Women," T.he Journal ~Social Psychology, 
10:3-39, 1939. 
m.ent 
19 Percival M .. Symonds, '!'he D~amtos of Bwnall Atijust-(New York: D. Appleton-Centuryompany,-r946) p. 951. 
20 Murphy, .2.1!.• ~ .. , p .. 984. 
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•' 
tendency to lead or.follow ·the sroup situation. 
~he above definitions and explanations of dominant 
behavior, although varied to a certain extent, seem to have 
·· the following point in common: the dominant person seeks to . 
control the other person so that he.can reach his own goal 
regardless ot interference. ~his is in aecordance wi~ the 
basio description of dominant behavior-used by the experiments 
~ . •. 
eited in section III. It was felt? therefore. that the 
' 
. . . 
defin1 tion of uom1nanoe that follows encompasses the essence 
of the above definitions with the advantage or being more 
workable in an experimental setting. 
Since dominance is behavior iireoted toward a specific 
obc1eot, nem.el7 the goal~ and since 1t is concerned witb beins 
' favorably or unfavorably disposed toward the barrier, domin-
ance may be called an attitude. A high level of dominance 
is the pred1spos1ton to reach a soal regardless of a barrier. 
'there is an unfavorable disposl tion toward the bdrrier. A 
low level ot dominance is the preClis,Position to relinquish 
. . 
the goal in taee of a barrier. There is a favorabl~ disposi~ 
tion toward the barrier. The.level of dominance !s inferred 
from behavior which 1s goal directed. ~ake for exam»le a 
situation where person A is almlng toward goal A. He 1s 
prohibited by the barrie~. person B,21 who is direote4 toward 
21 Only human.barriers are considered in this defini-
tion. 
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goal B. If person A continues on his original pathway, 
manipulates person B·Jn some way, ·and reaches his own goal A, 
he·1s·e~1b1t1ng ~ery dominant behavior; and 1t is interred 
. . . 
that he .~as a high level of dOminance. On the other hand, 
if person A rel1nquishes his goal A.and adopts goal B, he 
1s exhibiting the least d0Jl1inant behaV19r;.eud it is·tnterred 
that .he has a low level of dominance. . ·From these two 
ext~emes which are ~~ined as opposite e~ds of a hierarchy, 
the·fol~owing tour levels are possible .. 
Fourth .-L.-.ev ...... e;,;;;ol.!!! Dominant Behavior (Most Dominant). 
Person A is directed ·toward goal·A ... Be is prohibited by the 
barrier, ·person B. He manipulates person B and reaches his 
own go~, A. 
Third Level .e! .::;D;:;;.;:omi==n-a_n_t Behavior. Person A 1~ 
directed toward goal A. Be 1s .»rohibited by person B .. 
·Person A then uses some other pathway ·of reaching his goal A. 
other than ·through the barrier. person B. 
Seeond Level .!!! -.D .... om;;;;;;;;i=n=a•n,_t Behavior. Person A ·is · · 
directed toward goal A. He l's, prohibited by. person B. · Both .. 
person A end person B mo~lf7 their goals and adopt another 
goal AB. Goal AB is now the goal ot ,person A and also the 
goal of person B. 
First Level .!!! -.D-om1;;;;:;:.;;n_a_n_t Behavior {Least Dominant) .. 
Person A is directed toward goa1 A. He is prohibited ~y 
person B.. Person A rellnqutshes his goal and adopts goal B. 
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·The above hierarchy depends upon two d~enslons. One 
is the man1pUl.at1on £!.!: the barrier or being manipulated J!l 
the· barr1er, and the other 1s the attalBm.ent .!!! the own goal 
or the aiioption ~ the goal of the barrier. 'fhe tour levels 
ot domlnut behaVior, with their d1mene1ons, are g1 van 1n 
table I ... · arhe 111erai•ohy is logically arranged on the dimen-
sion ot man1pulat1on of the barrier ana being manipulated 
b7 the barrier, and also on t.._e attainm.ent of own goal and. 
the relinquishing of own goal •. 1fhls hierarchy of the tour 
levels of dominant behavior was used to inter the dominance 
attitude. 
Literature·on dominance as an aspect of personality 
has been reviewed. Relevant experiments have been cited. 
Various definitions of dominance were investigated. and a 
final integrative definition was proposed. This definition 
of dom!nanoe was usea throughout this study. In chapters III 
and V the situations which were used as the constant et1mul1 
for all the subjeots are given. 'they were so oonstruotea 
as. to include la eaoh case a situation in which an own goal 
was blocked by a barrier (a seoond person). The situational 
analysis scores described in chapter III were also dependent 
on ~e above 4ef1nlt1on of dominance-
BAlmiER 
· uaaipUlation of 
.Pourth Level \tarrier .. 
~ . 
·(:Indirect) man1pu-
Third Level lation of barrier. 
· . • ·Manipulation of. Second Level barrier, an4 manip-
ulated by barrier 
Manipulatea by 
First Leiel barrier. 
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GOAL 
Ai#tainm.ent of goal A .. 
No . adoption of goal B •. 
Attainment of goal A. 
No·aaoptlon or gqal B~ 
Part1al.atta1m.aent of 
goal A. P~tial 
adoptlo~ of goal B •. 
Relinquishing ot goal 
A. Adoption ot goel B .. 
CHAPTER III 
PRELIMINARY INVES'l'IGATION 
Ill order to conduct the present research, it was 
necessary first to formulate a working hypothesis concern-
ing the relationship ot dominance to language. The survey 
of previous experiments and related literature dld not 
supply su:ff1cient cues for this purpose, since the planned 
research delve4 into a relatively new area of investigation. 
It was expedient, therefore, to carry out an exploratory 
stuay. 'l'he present chapter explains the preliminary inves-
tigation and the im»l1oat1ons derived therefrom. 
I. DESIGN OF THE EXPLORATORY STUDY 
Se.lection Sf!· Subjects. Fl ve females at the College 
of Liberal Arts at Boston University were used as subjeots. 
S1noe bilingualism af'te.cts the speeeh of an 1nd1v1dual,l 
this factor was controlled by eliminating those who reported 
they or others spoke another language in the home. Since it 
was felt that English majoring might have some influence on 
the choice ot words for the grammatical categories, English 
1 Other languages have grammatical combinations in 
tl1f:ferent rhetoric arrangenents, e.g. the verb may come last 
as found 1n the German language. The bilingual person might 
carry over these tendencies~ 
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majors were eliminated. The distribution of dominance is 
.different for males and females beeause.ot the difference in 
patterned role in American culture. If the dominance scores 
of both sexes are combined, a bimodal curve would result.2 
Thus it was necessary to select one sex. Since the experi-
menter was female, it was felt that better rapport would be 
gained by using female subjects. 
Construction ~ Act1 vi ties. fte stimuli that were 
presented in serial order to all the subjects were eight 
situations. Each was projective 1n nature. All were so 
constructed that each contained a barrier {a person) block-
ing a stated goal of the subject. The responses made by the 
subjects could then be qualitatively analyzed to yield a 
score indicating a particular level of dominant behavior in 
accordance with the cr1ter1a·stated prev!ously.l ~e general 
nature of the situations was as follows: Person A is directed 
toward goal A; and person A 1s prohibited by a barrier; 
person B, from reaching goal A~ The sub3ects were asked to 
i.m.aglne themselves 1n 'the place of person A.. Thus the 
2 Aocortlngly Gordon W ._ Allport and Floyd B. Allport's 
Ascendanoe-Submission Reaction Stud:[ has separate scales 
for male ana f'em81e. . . 
) See page 2B of this report tor the criteria. 
s1~uat1on represented .a face-to-race relat1onsh1p4 as best 
ea possible. 
In order to secure ideas for ~onstruoting the 
situations; the natu.r'e ot .the items on the Aseendanee• 
Submission Reaction Stuciy was closely examinea.5 Item. 4a; 
tor example, in the A~§ Reaction Study reads, · 
A salesman takes manifest trouble to show 
you a quantity ot merohanc11se. Yoa are not 
entirely suited. Do you find it difficult to say 
"No"? 
Yes 
No 
-
'' 
4 Dominance (or aseenaanee} has bc;en defined by the 
Allports as the "predisposition to dominate another.person 
in a taoe•to~tace relationship.0 Dam1na~ee; then; is .. 
expr~ssed when person A is 1n commerce with person B~ This 
eond1t1oa was approxlmated by having t~e sublects 1mag1ne 
themselves in the situation.. In so doing, he would have 
commerce with the other person on.the ideational level. 
5 !he A•! Reaction Stuir is a measure of dominance. 
It bas repeat re~1abil.11t1es around •78 for both forms, the 
one tor mea and the one tor w~en. The va~141ty ranges 
. from .29 to .. 79. I:t has contiaually been in use from the 
. tine ot first publication, and any other test that measures 
~scendance ana submission has borrowed its questions from 
it. The A-S Reaction Stjdl was not employed to determine 
the dominance or the su eots used in.the prese~t research 
because the Allports did not make their definition of-domin-
ance as explicit as was required tor this lnvestie;ation; and 
because the validity of the test had such a wide range~ It 
was felt, however, that some ot the items on the A~ Reaction 
Studl might yield ideas useful tor constructing the situa-
tions needed ln the present study. 
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it he ·checks "Jt:lS," he gets a score at -1 ,• In the analysis 
ot the above situation.• it can be seen that the person has 
as h!s goal not to buy anything~ If' he reaches that goal 1n 
spite of the barr1.er, '·the salesman~ he is very dominant; if 
he adopts the goal of the salesman, nGely to.buy the 
merchandise. he 1s less dominant or· submissive.. 'lhis item 
tits into the general nature of the situations required by 
the present investigation. This 1ten was restructure« ·into 
the rollowing situation: 
A saleswoman has come to Ann's home. She 
takas a great deal of ~a1ns to show Ann all the 
~arious kinds of cosmetics she carries. Ann is not 
interested and does not want to buy any. 
In the A-~ Reaction Studl again, item 1 was useful 
as the basis for another situation in the present. study. 
Item 1 reads as follows: 
You have heard indirectly that an acquaint-
ance · b.as been spreac11ug rumors about rou. which, 
though not likely to be serious in consequence, are 
nevertheless unjustlfleu and d1st1netly uncomplimen-
tary. The aoquaintanee is an equal of yours in 
every way.. Do you usually 
· "have it ou~" with the person ___ 
le~ 1t ·pass without any feeling_ 
teel disturbed but let it pass-_:_· 
It 0 have.it out w!th the personu is checked bJ the subject, 
he is g!ven a score of 1. If either 8 let 1t pass wlthout 
any feeling" or "feel 41sturbe4 but let it pass" is checked, 
he .receives a seore of,o. In the analysis of the above 
1tem1 it seems that _the person h.as as his goal to stop the· 
rumor. · He 1s confronted with a barrier, the acquaintance. 
If he manipulates the barrier, namely, "have it out" with 
him, he is the dominant person. If he does not manipulate 
tb.e barrier • he is a· less dominant person. '!'his arrangement 
is in accordance with the general requirements ot the situa-
tions used in the present research9 It was modified to the 
following form: 
.Aml-" has heard that an acqua1ntane~ of hers 
is spreading an unjustltied and uneo.mpl1mentary 
rumor about her. Ann meets this acquaintance in 
the hallway. 
Another usable item, item 11, on tne !~~ Reaet1oR 
Study reads as follows: 
Some poseession.qf yours is being worked 
upon at a repair shop~ YC)u call f'or it at the t1mta 
appointed, but the repair man informs you that,he 
has "only 3ust begun work on 1t." Is it your custom-
ary reaetlon · 
to upb.ra'-d him _ 
to express dissatisfaction mildly ~ 
to smother your feel1ngs entirely ___ 
It "to upbraid htm" 1s checked, the subject receives a score 
of 3; if "express d1ssat1sf'aot1on mildlY" is checked. he 
receives a score of 0; and if "to_smother your feelings 
ent1relp" 1s cheeked, he ls siven a soore of -1. ·In the· 
above item the person has as his goal to obtain h1s goods 
in a: repaired state. He ie opposed by the barrier, ·the 
repair man, who has "'only 3ust begun· work .on it." · 'lh1s· 
.arrangement is in accordance with the. general nature of the 
s1t~at1ons required in the present research. It was moa-
1f1e4 to the followJ.ns. form.: 
Ann took her shoes to the oobb1er to be t1xea. 
Be said they would be ready in. a week. A week later 
Ann went to the cobbler.. He 1s telling her that he 
has "only 3ust begun work on it." 
The other s1 tuations in the present investigation 
ware oonstrttcted in terms of the general framework of having 
•· 
a person A directed toward goal A but prohibited by person B. 
· S1 tuations were so~ht whif.lh msht be exp~ote~ 1n. the 
experience repetoire of the su'fl3ects"' The other situations 
wer$ as foll.cms: 
1... Ann 1s looking desperately tor a woman 
to do her housecleaniilg... She· has interviewed many 
women. but they have all been l.UlSatlsf'actory. She 
1s now talking to Isabelle who seams to be just 
the type she wants.. Isabelle, however, wants 
seventy-five cents an.hour and will not come tor 
lesa. Ann can pay oil17 sixty-five cents an ~our at 
the most. · 
Bere the person, "Ann,• has the goal ot "getting housework 
dona at slxty-flve cents an hdUr.• The barrier is "Isabelle 
. . . ! - . . 
. .f 
who wants seventy-rive cents an hour." 
2. Ann is in class. '!'he teacher has 
returned the examination papers saying that all 
'the papers were carefully graded and he does 
not want to hear 8D1 complaints from the stu4ents. 
Ann reels that a question was marked unfairly. 
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In this situation,. "Ann" has the soal of "haviq the question 
reconsldered. 0 ~he barrier is the 0 teaoher" who says "he 
does not want to hear any complaints. 0 
). Ann 1s at a theatre to see a movie. As 
she goes down into the theatre, she 1s stopped by 
the usher who is prohibiting people from going aown 
any further. Be tells .Ann there are no more seats .. 
However,. Ann can see that there are some empty ~eats 
ahead. She would like to sit up there. 
"Ann" has the goal. of 0 sitt1n.g 1n the seats ahead." "Aim" 
is prohibited by the usher. 
4. Ann is on.the same committee as Jack. 
They are to plan .and decorate the hall for a dance. 
Ann would like to have rather an elaborate setnp 
and have the place look nioa for the event. Jack. 
who will help Ann decorate, prefers to have it as 
simple as possible, so 1t wouldn't take much work.,_ 
In this situation, "ADD" has the goal ot "decorating the 
hall elaborately." The barrier is "lack*" who wishes to 
nkeep the decorations as s~ple as possible." 
5. Ann is at a toy counter to buy some toys. 
S.b.e is 1n a hvry. It ts now her turn to be wa1 tecl on, 
but the salesgirl waits on the person who came after 
her. 
"ADnn has the goal of •being waited on." Ann is prohibited 
by the salesgirl who waits on the person who came after her.• 
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~he foregoing situations were those used 1D the 
. 
present investigation. 
Grammatical Categories. In chapter II tt was'po1nted 
out that this study was concerned with functional grammatical 
categories rather than the various parts of speech as such.6 
The following grammatical categories were counted: 
1. Active Verb. '!'his is e torm of the verb which 
shows that the subject aots.7 For example UThe cobbler 
fixed the shoes." •Fixed• is an active verb. 
2. Intransitive Verb. This is a verb that does not 
require a receiver of the action to complete its meaning.S 
For examp~e "She smiled." 0 Smiled" is an intransitive verb. 
3. Pass! ve Verb. It is the :form of the verb which 
shows that the subject is being acted upon.9 For e~ple 
•The shoes were fixed." ~ere fixed" 1s the passive verb. 
4. 'frens1t1ve Verb. This is a verb that requires a 
receiver of the action to complete its meaning.lO For 
6 Aocord1Dg to John c .. Boclges. Harbrace College .. 
Benfibook {New York: Harcourt Brace anc1 Company, 1946), p • 
. 412. the parts of speech are: noun. pronoun, verb, adjeot1ve, 
adverb, preposition, conjunction, and interjection. 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Ibid .. , 
Ibid •• 
Ibld., 
Ibid., 
p. 417. 
P• 416. 
p. 412 .. 
p .. 417. 
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example "I bought nothing,." "Bought"· is a trans! ti ve verb.., 
s. L1nk1ns Verb~· It 1s a verb used to expi'ess the 
relation bet~een the subject end predicate noun or 
atl3eet1ve~ll For example "'lhe shoes were ready,." "Were" 
is a 11Dking verb~ 
6. Noun D1rect.Ob3eot~ ·It 1s any noun that r~ce1ves 
· the action ot a transitive verb.12 For example "I bought 
the cos.met1os." rtCoametios" ls a noun direct object. 
7~ ProD:oun D1reet Ob;Jeet! It is any pronou.n that 
receives the action of a transitive ver~tll For example 
nshe scorned me.• ~e" is a pronoun direct object, 
S. Clause Direct Object~ This 1s a subordinate 
· : clause used as ob3eot of a verb~l4 For example •Be said 
t~at they were taken~" •That they were taken" is a clause 
direct obJect~ 
9~ Noun A<13eot1ve~ · This 1$ a noun used as an 
· adjeot1ve.,?5 For example "The spring rains came,.• "Sp~ing" 
is a noun adjective~ 
10. Part1c1p1a.l Ad~eetive. It 1s a verbal 
11 Ibid., P• 403. 
12 Ibid •• P• ~11. 
1) Loc .. cit • 
........... ~.· 
14 Loc. cit • 
....,_.... ' -·-. 
lS Ibid •. • .P• .410. 
acljeotive.l6 For example."J::'ll give yon better work1DS 
conditions." 0 lfork1ns":1s a partio1p1al ad3ect1ve. 
11.. Other Adjectives. ftese are words used to 
mod1ty·a ~oun or pronoun· (exclucling partieiplas).l? For 
example "'fhe emb1t1ous salesman stoppe£1 me .. " "Ambitloustt 
is an ad~ective 1n this category~ 
· 12. Conditional Conjunction. ·'l'his is a word, 
expressiDg oond1t1on,wh1oh connects words, phrases •. or 
clausesJ.8 . Far example, "Although I don•t want it, I'll· 
bur one." "Although" is a conditional oonjunetion. 
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13. Other Con3unctions. These· are worcis ( exeept1ng 
those expressing condition) which connect words, phrases, 
or clauses.l.9 For example. 0Be~ore you came, I was doing 
all right." "Before~ is a conjunction in this category. 
14. Expletives. "It" or nthere" are used as 
expletives.. 'l'heJ are used .merely as a f1ller.20 For example 
"There· is nothing that I want.n ~here0 is an expletive. 
15. Indirect Object. This is a term applied to a 
noun or pronoun that precedes the direct object. It may 
16 J:b1da t P• 411. 
17 Ib1d., p. 398. 
18 Ibid., Jito 402. 
19 Loc ... ott. 
--
20 Ibid., p. 40S. 
be regarded as the equivalent of a prepositional phrase 
with to.2l_ 
16. Total Number .2£ .-..Wo.;;,;;r;;..;;;d-.s. 
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Variables. The abov~ ~ight situations w~re used as 
constant stimuli tor all subjects. The1r responses were 
analyzed in two separate ways: {1) a qualitative anelys1s22 
. to see~e· , a score for the level of dominance end { 2) . a 
quantitative analysis to·obta1n a numerical score fqr the 
different grammatical categories. Each 1nd1v1dual.was given 
a composite level of dominance score. This was obta1ne4 
by adding all the scares on eaoh situation. For example, 
if person l obtained the following scores on each s1tuat1on: 
Situation 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7• 
8 
Level ot Dominance 
BehaVI'or Score 
2 
3 ) 
2 
2 
l 
2 
3 
his oomposite level of dominance score was 18~ '!'he maxi.:.. 
mum. score obtainable was .32; while the minimum was 8~ 
Table II gives the <lompo~1te level of dominance score for 
' ' 
. •, 
21 Ibid., p. 411. 
. 22 . See page . 28 of this report for levels of dominant 
behavior. 
COMPOSITE LEVEL ·OF DOMINANCE SCORES 
.··FOR SlJBJEO'fS IN PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION 
- SUBJECT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
COMPOSITE LEVEL 
OF DmtQ:NABCE 
26 
26 
21 
21 
19 
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each. sub3eet. 
~be score representing each gitammat1oal cat.egory was ---' 
a ratio s.eore.23 These were. ~omputed in the follow1DS 
manner: 
l. ·Number of AGti ve Verbs 
'.fotal t;Jum.ber ··of Verba 
2. Number of Intransitive Verbs 
Total Number of verbs 
3• Number of Passive Verbs 
Total Num~er of Verbs 
. . 
4., Number of Transitive Verbs 
Total !~umber ·or Verbs. · 
s ... Number ot·Linkipg Verbs:. 
~otai !~umber of Verbs · 
. "".,., . 
6. Number of Noun Direot Objects 
.. Total Number of' Direct Object~ 
1.. Numb.er .of Pronoun Direct Objects 
Total Number of Direct Ob3eots 
a .. · Number of Phrase Direot Ob eots 
Total Number of Direc"t Ob eots 
9.. Number of Noun Ad actives 
To al Number at Ad ect1v~s 
10. · Number of Partioip1al Ad;} eotl ves 
'l'otil Number ot Adjectlves 
11. Number of Other Ad eotives 
Total Number of Ad actives 
12. Number of Conditional Con;Junct1ons 
Total Number or ConJunctions 
23 Ratio scores were computed to elimlnate the 
influence of the length of o1soourse. 
1). Number of Other Con.1unct1ons 
Total Number of Conjunctions 
16. 
Number of Bxplati~es 
~otal Nnmbar of woras 
Number of Indirect Objects 
Total Number of words 
~otal Number of Words 
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Each individual had seventeen scores, namely a ratio 
score for each of the fifteen grammatical categories, the 
total number of words, and the composite level of dominance 
score. A Pearson Product Moment Correlation24 between the 
composite level of dominance score and each grammat1oal 
category score was computed. Table III illustrates how the 
data was arranged• 
II. PROCEDURE 
Each subject was asked to report at a speo!f1ed t~e. 
When the subject entered·the room, a casual conversation 
was started. The subject was seated across the table from 
the examiner. A microphone was placed at ·the end o~ the 
.·· 
table 1n order to record the responses. After a few minutes 
of conversation, the following instructions were given: · 
24 Quinn McNemar, Pstcholosioal Statistics (New 
York: Wiley and Sons, Inc.,949), p. 96. Formula 30a was 
use4 for all the Pearson Product MDment Correlations 
computed for this study. 
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. TABLE III 
ARRANGEMEN'l OF DA-TA FOR OORRELA'l'ION 
SncJE"m COMPOSI'l'E LEVEL RA'liO SCORES FOR VP V'.J; OF DOMII'ANCE ' GRAMMATICAL CATEGOBY ONE 
l ' 26 .12 
2 26 .12 
3 21 ' ·13 
4 21 ... 15 
s 19 .. 1) 
. I am going to desor!be to· you a series of 
situations in eaeh of which·a girl named Ann is 
concerned. Please imagine that you are Ann and 
tell ~n each case what goes on and what the out-
come will be. · · 
~he eight' situations were. then presented verbaily, one by 
one, in t.Jle following order. 
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l• Ann is looking desperately for a woman to do her 
housecleaning. She has interviewed many women but they have 
all been unsatisfactory. She is now talking to Isabelle, 
. . . 
who seams to be Just the type she wants. Isabelle, however. 
wants seventy-five cents an hour and will not come for less. 
Arm can pay only e1xty-<f1ve cents an hour at the most. 
2• Ann is in class• The teacher has returned the 
examination papers saying that all the papers were carefully 
graded and he does not wa~t to hear any complaints from the 
students. Ann feels that a question was marked unfairly. 
3. Ann is at a theatre to see a movie.. As she goes 
down into the theatre, she is stopped by the usher who is 
prohibiting' people from any further.. Be tells Ann there are 
·•. 
· no more seats. However. Ann can see that there are some 
empty seats ahead. She would like to sit up there •. 
. 4. Ann is on the same committee as Jack.. They are 
to plan and decorate the hall for a danae. Ann wou.td like 
to h$ve rather an elaborate setup.and have the place look 
nice for the event.. c'faok. who will help Ann decorate, 
prefers to have it as simple as possible, so it wouldn't 
, ~. ~. 
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take much work. 
5.. Ann is at a toy counter to bnf some toys.. She 
1s in a hurry. It is now her turn to be waited on, but the 
ealescler~ waits on the person who came after her. 
6. A saleswoman has come to Ar.m•s home. She takes 
a great deal of· pains to show Ann all the various kinds ot 
cosmetics she carries. Ann is not interested and does not 
want to buy SDJ' • 
. 7. Ann has heard that an acquaintance of hers is 
spreading an un3ust1r1ed and uncompltmentary rumor about 
her. Ann meets this acquaintance in the hallway. 
8. Ann took her shoes to the cobbler to be fixed. 
He said they would be reedy in a weak. A week later Ann 
went to the cobbler. Be is telling her that h~ has "only 
· Just begun work on it." 
In this section the design of the exploratory study 
was made explicit. The manner ot selection of the subJects 
and the management of the several controls were explained. 
The rationale unaerlying the situations was given, and each 
situation was explained in terms of th1s. Then the procedure 
used ln the experimentation was outlined. In the next 
section. the analysts of the responses is explained and the 
~plioatlons derived. therefrom are given. 
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IIX. Q.lJALZ'fATIVE ANAL~IS OF PRELIMINARY DA'lA 
In aecordance with the criteria of dominance set down 
in chapter Ix,25 the responses made by the subjects to the 
eight expertmental situations were analyzed qualitatively. 
Table II shows the composite level of' dominance sco~e tor 
each subJect. By way of illustration of how these scores 
were obtained, the following samples of dominance as 
indicated in responses to single situations are supplied. 
Fourth Level of Dominant Behavior. (A response to 
- . 
· ·s1 tuat1on one.} Well • maybe she eoul.d provide better work-
. ing oondi t1c:ms than she • d usually get, . instead of paying the 
ten cents an hour more; and I think Isabell~ might accept for 
a trial period anyway, and they probably eoulo.get along 
together. 
'fhird Level~ Domlnant.Behavior. (A response to 
s1 tuation tour. ) I think Ann would talk to the rest at her 
committee and ask their opinions ana give her side of the 
story and his. Then. after considering t~e1r opinions, she 
w~uld talk to Jack and explain to him why she would want to 
have 1t elaborate and try to convince him with her own 
opinions and those of the rest ot the committee. And then she 
would say to Jack that it he still disagrees she would be 
2; See page 28 of this report ror levels of dominant 
behavior. 
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willing to. do the work, he could 3ust be eo-chairman of .the 
committee and do the.work in that respect with her, but she 
would do most of the work herself if he thought that 1t 
would be too much work. And 1t there was still eontliot, 
she woUld take 1t to the faculty advisers and explain 1t;' 
and if she bad more power, which she eviiiently has, she would 
· go ahead and· d~ ~ t the way she wanted to do it. 
Second' Level of Dominant Behavior. {A response to 
situattol,l tour.) I don't th1nk- the matter 1$ so great that 
if Ann·didn't really want to. 1f she reaily wanted to be 
very aeoorat1ve, she eonld do it herself, get a committee to 
.; .. 
help her~ 'lhey could compromise. Be· could do as mu.oh as· 
he could ·ao, and then she oould put on the decorative 
tou.<Jhes.· 
First ~evel of Dominant Behavior. (A response to. 
situation one.) I think that Ann w111 want her very desper-
ately, and her·reaetion? I think that, well, in her case 1f 
she couldn't find anybody else to do the work she had been 
trying hard to :rind someone for her children, she woUld,' 
well she might either give ug something herself to pay tor 
the seventy-five cents or she might tell her that she•a 
give her one meal, that is, if she lives out, give her one 
meal for that. Actually 1 t would come out of her household 
money, and she'd have the money. Well, I think Ann's look-
ing out for her family because I suppose she wants to get 
-·' 
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out to ma~ry ttmes and bridge parties. and she's very anxious 
to have a maid to take care of her children. So she would 
hi·re Isabelle .. 
IV.. Q,UANTI'fATIVE ·ANALYSIS OF PRELIMINARY DATA 
The various grammatical categories were counted for 
eaoh sub3eot. Table IV summarizes the ratio scores tor each 
grammatical category for each sub3ect. At this time, it is 
desirable to give an example of the quantitative scoring 
system. The following response of a sub3eot t~ situation 
tour serves as the 1llustratlon. 
I don't think the matter is so great that 
if Ann didn't really want to, if she really wanted 
to be very decorative, she could do 1t herself. 
get. a committee to help her. They could compromise. 
He could do as much as he could do, and then she 
could _put on the decorative touches~ 
l. 
2. 
'). 
q.. 
5 .. 
6 .. 
'7. 
8. 
9. 
10 .. 
11. 
12. 
Grammatical catesorz26 Frequency 
Active Verbs 
Intransitive Verbs 
Passive Verbs 
~rans1t1ve Verbs 
Linking Verbs 
Noun Direct Objects 
Pronoun Direct Ob3eets 
Phrase Direct Objects 
Noun Ad3eot1ves · 
Participial Adjectives 
Other Ad3ect1ves 
Conditional ConJunctions 
10 
' 0 7 
.1 
1 
1 
4 
0 
0 
4 
2 
26 See pages )8·41 of this report for definition 
and exam~l.es. · 
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TABLE IV 
BA'l'IO SCORES FOR GR.AMMA',l'ICAL CATiilGORIJ!S 
IN PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION 
GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES 
. ':~: 
SUBlEOT 1 2 ) 4 s 4 1 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 
1 .94 .38 .. o6 .62 .17 .3; .22 .s2 .o6 .09 .a; .18 .s1 .o4 •. oo 976 
2 .. 90 .31 .. 10 .69 .• 01 .. :;3 .. 17 .;o .1; .17 .68 .26 .?4 .oo .oo 514 
3 .98 .17 .02 .8) .15 .28 .44 .28 .04 .04 .. 92 .29 .• 71 ... 04 .. os 313 
4 1.00 .19 .• oo .81 .18 .30 .25 .-45 .01 .06 .87 .20 ... so .oo .•. 04 '14S 
; .. 97 .. 20 .. 03 .so ,.1; .1; .39 ·.45 ,.os .15 • 77 .. 20 .so .. o; .16 492 
"" .... 
Grammatical Catesory Frequency 
13. Other Conjunctions l 
14. Expletives 0 
15. Indirect Objects 0 
1.6. flo tal Number of Words 57 
In order to compute the ratio scores, the total number of 
verbs, direct ob·3eots, adjectives, and conjunctions were 
found. The total number of verbs was the sum ot the active 
and passive verbs. In the above case that would be 10. 
IJ.lhe total number of uireot objects was the sum of noun, 
pronoun,. and phrase direct objects, which would be 6 in the 
above situation. The total number ot adjectives was the sum 
of noun, participial and other acljectlves. which is 4 in the 
above case~ IJ.lhe total number of conjunctions was the sum of 
oondi tional and other conjunctions, ·. whieh was 3 in the above 
case. The following ratio scores result: gr~tical 
catesor~ one~ 10 divided by 10, which is equal to 1.00; 
grammatical category two, ) d1v1de4 by lC, whleh is equal 
to .,)0; gremmatioal category three, 0 d1v1de4 by 10, which 
is equal to O; ·grammatical category four, ? divided by 10,. 
which 1s equal to .?0; grammatical category five, l divided 
by 10. which is equal to .10; tor grammatical category six, 
1 divided by 6, which is equal to .17; grammatical 
category eev~n, 1 divided by 6, which is equal to ~1?; 
grammatical category eigb.t, 4 divided by 6, which is equal 
to ~67; grammatical category nine, 0 divided by 4, which is 
equal to 0; grammatical category ten, 0 divided by 4, which 
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is equal: to 0; srammatlcal category eleven, 4 divided. by 
4;·wh1ch is equal to 1.00; grammatical category twelve, 2 
divided by 3, which is equal to.67; gra.mmatiosl category 
thirteen~ 1 divided by ), w~ich is equal to ~33; grammatieal 
~ategory fourteen, 0 divided by 5?, which is equal to 0; 
and grammatical category fifteen, o divicled.·bY S?, which is 
· ~qual to 0.. l.rhe score for grammatical category sixteen 
is 57. The ratio scores were not obtained for each situa-
tion separately and then averaged. All eight situational 
responses for aaoh individual were scored. Then the 
frequencies for each grammatical category was added tor all 
ten:situations, and then ratio scores were made.27 
V. STATISTICAL ANALlSIS , ANn INFERENCES 
::: ~he data was arranged 1n the manner described on 
page ~ and illustrated in table III~ and a correlation 
was computed between the composite ~evel ot dominance score 
and each grammatical category ratio. ~e results are given 
in table v. Five subjects were usea in the present experi-
ment,. 'fbe degrees of freedom tor correlation is. N-2. 28 . 
27 Table IV is the summary ot the ratio scores tor 
all the grammatical categories. 
28 Allen L. Edwards, Statistical AnalYsis for Students 
1n Psychologz and Education (New York: Rinehart and company,. 
Inc., 1946), p .. J.88. 
TABLE .V 
OBTAINED CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COMPOSITE LEVEL OF. 
DOMINANCE SCORE AND GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES 
, IN PRELIMINARY INVESTIGA'fiON 
GRAMMATICAL CATEGORY 
Aotive Verbs 
Intransitive Verbs 
Passive Verbs 
Transitive Verbs 
L1nk1ns Verbs 
Noun Direct Ob3eots 
Pronoun Direct Objects 
Phrase Direct ObjetJts 
Noun Ad3ectlves 
Partio1p1al A43eot1ves 
Other Ad3eotives 
Oond1t1onal Oonjunot1ons 
Other Oon3unct1ons 
Expletives 
. Indirect ObJ eots 
Total . Number ot Words -
.... :;43 
.962 
.. 842 
..... 81.9 
- .. 412 
.7JJ. 
.512' 
.460 
.626 
.74S 
.?24 
.;.725 . 
.. 2·20 
..... 41). 
..... 614 
' j. 
.;60 
S4 
~heretore, there were three degrees ot freedom. A correla-
tion of ~878 ls minimally necessary tor s1gn1t1oanoe at the 
five per cent level; and a correlation ot .959 1e min~ally 
necessary for s!gn1t1oanoe at the one per cent level. Of 
the sixteen correlations, only one was significant (at the 
one par cent level). ~his one s1gn1f!eant oorrelation. 
however, could have occurred by ohance in a distribution of 
seventeen. 
Many ot the correlations were high, though 1ns1snt-
t1cant. If these correlations would rema1n as high 1n a 
larger sample. they might well be s1gn1t!oant. These were 
inspected, therefore. as to possible manifestations of the 
relationship ot 4om1nenoe to language. The actual 
grammatical categories wbioh were inspected were as follows: 
intransitive verbs, passive verbs. transitive verbs, noun 
d1raot objects, noun adjeot1ves, participial adjectives, 
other adjectives, conditional oon3unctions, and indirect 
objects. 
These hish oorrelat1ons lent themselves to the follow-
ing hypotheses. The person wlth a highly dominsnt attitude 
1s concerned with the barrier mora than the person with the 
less dom1nant.att1tude. Ha would be inclined' to stress 1t 
more in his language. One method ot achieving emphasis in 
the English language is to put the word to be emphasized 
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et the beglnn1ng ot the santence.29. For example, it the 
barrier ~s to be emphaetzed, it. would be used as the subject 
ot.the sentence rather t.hen as the C11reot or indirect 
obJect. Also, to express the thought completely at the 
beginning ot the eenteno~. the intransitive verb oonstrue-
tlon achieves this $1m more adequately than, .the trans! ti ve, 
~hue. t~ ga1n the.most emphasis. the barrier would be used 
es the su~jeot of intransitive verbs by the person with 
the high level of dom.inanoe more often then by a person with 
a lowe!;' level ot dominance. Examination of other verbs 
shows that the subject ot the tl'ansltive verb.1s also men-
tioned first. therefore emphasized. Thus. the person with 
a hlgh level of dominance woula also ~e prone to use the 
barrier as the subje.ct of transitive verbs more often than 
a person with a lower level of dominance. ·Aooor41ngly, that 
person would n~t use the barrier as lUreo.-t or 1n61rect , 
object as fl.'equeJ.l,tly as the person with a lower level of 
Clcminan~e. Another verb examined was the passive.. The· 
subject of the passive verb is actuallJ the object of the 
verb. $*heretor.e 1 t 1e not the point ot emphasis. The person 
with a high level ot dominance woul4 use the barrier as the 
sub3eot ot passive verb.s less often than a person with a · 
lower level of dom!na~oe. Another wa1 to achieve emphasis 
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is through.m.ocl1f1oatlon. ·To emphasise the subject, adjec-
tives. would· be used to modify· it. A person·, then, with the 
desire to emphasize the barrier will usa adjectives to 
modlty·the subject when it is the barrier. 
The above ooneeptual1zat!on of the barrier 1n rela-
tion to subjeots 1 verbs, direct ob3ecte, 1nd1reet objects,. 
and aclject!ves was an attempt to explain the data sainea from 
the preltm!nary investigation, This led to the tabulation of 
the following grammatical oategor1es 1n the next exper1ment: 
.1. Total number of· subj e•ts of intransitive verbs. 
2. Number of times the barrier was used as subject 
of 1ntrans!t!ve verbs. 
;. Total number of subjects of transitive ~erbs. 
4. Number of times the barrier was used as subject 
ot transitlve verbs. 
s. Total number of aubJeote of passive verba. 
6. Number of times the barrier was used as subjeot 
of passive verbs4 
?. Total number of direct ob3ects. 
8. Number of times the barrier was used as d!reet 
object., 
9. Total number ot indirect objects. · 
10. Number ot times the barrier wee used ee indirect 
object. 
11. Total, number of· a4~eotives modifying the sub3eot. 
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12. Number of ad3ect1ves modifying the sub3eot when 
1t was the barrier. 
In thls chapter, the exploratory investigation was 
d1scasse4. The results were supplied and the inferences 
drawn were stated. Specific srammet1cal categories were 
formulated. These were counted in the final experiment 
which is described in the next chapter. 
CBAP'l'ER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 
The grammetioel oetegorles chosen as a result of the 
t1nc11ngs of tile preliminary 1nvest1sation (chapter III) 
were employed to test experimentally the hypothecated 
relationship to dominance, In th1e chapter the experi-
mental design and the procedure followed are made expltolt~ 
I. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
Selection of Sub3eots. · The same controls were usetl 
in the selection of the sub3eots tor this exper~ent as in 
the prel1m1nary 1nvestigation.l The findings of Chotlos 
were cited in chapter 1.2 Be found that h1Sh 1ntellisenoe 
groups are cbaraoterizea by a large number of nouns and that 
low 1ntell1genoe groups are oharaoterized by many ve:bs and 
adverbs. Since the grammatical categories here employed 
were not s1n).ply nouns, verbs, end adverbs, but rather 
functional types of verbs, subjects, and objects. it was 
deemed unnecessary to control this factor of intelligence 
1 See pages 31·32 ot this report for the controls 
in the selection of subjects. 
2 See pages 11~12 ot this report tor Ohotlos' 
findings. · 
d1tferenoes or to adjust for them stat1st1oally.3 
Oopstruo,tion st. Aot1v1tiea. The stimuli in the 
prelim1nar1 1nvest1gat1on. as explained in obepter III, 
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· consisted of e1ght situations. Inspection of the situations 
1nd1oated that situation two was a more real faoe-to•faoe 
relationship then the others. The examiner actually (as an 
· assistant in a Psychology course) played a role 1n relation 
to the sub3eots wh1oh was comparable to that reterre4 to in 
the situation. Since this woul4 lessen the pro3eot1ve 
nature of the test, it was aeo14ed to discard it for this 
experiment. The remaining seven situations were retained. 
'fhey W$1'9, hOWeVer 1 Changed Slightly in WOrdf.ttg. UJUmt't WSS 
or1g1nall;v usea·tn the situations to refer to the goal• 
~ 
seeking 1nd1v14ua1 (person A). ~he experimenter found that 
many of the subjects responded 1n the first person rather 
than the third. For example. "I would talk to Isabelle" 
was the response rather than "Ann woUld talk to Isaballe. 0 
~bis indicated that the sub3eots became involved 1n the 
situation rather easily and that they preferred to use the 
first person. To tao111tate this 1dentiticat1on, nAnn" was 
3 A Peerson Pro4uot Moment Correlation was computed 
between the composite level ot 4om1nanoe scores and the 
intelligence scores as given in the AGOT. A correlation ot 
.414 was ob~a1ned. This 1s s1sn1f1cant at the five per oent 
level. Oorrelations between the AGCT scores and the 
grammatical category ratio scores were computed. Of the 
six correlations, none were s1gn1f1cant. 
changed to "you." This also eliminated the pose1b111t:v of 
' any of the sub3ecta knowing a person by the name of "Ann" 
and of whom she woUld be talking in the situations. 
For this exper~ent, thre~ more situations were 
&deled to the seven mentioned above• :They were :Pro3eotive 
1nnatu.re and were so constructed that eaoh·oonta1neda 
· bart'1er (a· person). The Allport and Allport A ... !. Reaction 
Stud! was again inspected for possible material for situa~ 
tiona. Item 1, 1n the !.;..§. Reaction study, reaas, · 
At the hairdressers are you persuaded to 
try new shampoos and new styles ot hairdressing? 
FrequentlJ _ 
Occasionally ___ 
Never_ 
If "frequentl;v" is checked, the sub3eot gets a score of -2; 
1t "oooas1onally" is oheoked, he 1s credited with a score 
of 0; and if "never" is oheoked, he receives a soore of 1. 
A negative score denotes submission, while a positive score 
indicates asoendaaoe. In the analysis ot the above item, 
it becomes evident that the person involved does not wish 
. . 
to try anything new. If he maintains that soal 1n spite ot 
the barrier, the hairdresser. he is a very ascendent person. 
. ' . 
It he mod1t1ee his goal, he is less .ascendent. This oonoep• 
t1on fitted into the general nature of the situations 
required. The approach in the above item was modified, and 
"--· r-· 
the si tuet1on . 81J1pl1f1ed to the follow-ing form: 
You are at the beauty parlor. You want your 
hair .fixed the same W$Y as usual. The beautician . 
suggests that another hairdo at the same price 
m1Sht be more beoom1ng, to you. What will yon ·say 
to her? 
The two other situations, not basea on th'e A-§..'fieaot&on 
§tudz but similar 1n essence, were as follows: -
1. You have made an appointment w1 th 
~he secre~ary to see Dr. Irving. You go at the 
designated time. The secretary tells you, you 
must make an appointment to see Dr. Irving, ana 
says you have not ma4e one. What will you ear 
to the secretary? · 
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In this situation "you" have the goal of "seeing Dr. Irving 
now.fl The barrier 1s "the secretary" who tells you "you 
eannot see htm because you have not made an appointment." 
2. You are liv!ng at a Clormitory. There 
is e regulation that lt anyone should star out 
later than 9 p.m. on an7, weak day, she must 
forfeit her evening privileges tor the next two 
. weeks • This 1s Wednesday ~ight. You have been 
out. You. are just now oomins in at 9t 30. The 
next two weeks are verr busy and important weeks 
tor you. Many things ere scheduled tor the 
evenings. As yQu oome 1n the door the housemother 
says, "Yo~ are late." What will yoil say? 
"You" have th9" ·goal,ot "staying out the next week," The 
"housemothe~n 1s the barrier who "prohibits you from reaoh•< 
1ng yo'tU' goal." 
The foregoing situations were those used in the 
present ~xperiment. They are listed asei~ 1n section II. 
Le_vels·!! Dominant Behavior.· ·-xn· the preliminary 
1nvest1gat1on, four level.s of 4om1nanoe haa been used. 
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Some of the obtained responses oould have been put on another 
lev.el, if· a more d11'ferent1at1ns scale were available. A 
scala consisting of six-levels was -conetruoted for this 
experiment, using the same torma.t as that presented 1n 
chapter II, section III. The tour levels ot dominant 
behavior used 1n the prellminary study were also basea on 
that format. ~he .six levels ·are as follows: 
1. Sixth Le'\Fel ·of DOminant Behavior (Most Dominant) .. 
-- •• ~ •• _ •• 1 .... -·-
Person A is directed toWard· goal A. He ls prohibited by the 
barrier; person B. He manipulates person B and reaches his 
own·goal. 
2. Fi~th Level 9! D~1nant J!ehavior. Person A is 
directed toward goal A. He is prohibited by person B. 
~erson A then. uses some other pathway of reaching hie goal 
A other than througb the barrier, person B. 
3 • Fou.rt!! Level ot Dominant Behavior. · Person A 1s 
directed toward goal A, Be is prob.1b1tec1 by person B. Both 
- person A and person B modify their goals ana adopt another 
goal AB. Goal AB is now the goal of person A and also the 
goal of person B. 
4. Third Level of Dominant Behavlor, Person A is 
. -- ... _.;;;;;.;;;.;.........,........., .... 
41reoted toward goal A.. He. is prohibited by the barrier, 
person B. Person A relinquishes kis goal A and adopts no 
other goal. Be leaves the s1tuati9n. 
, 5 •. · Second :texel S!! Dpminant Behavior • Person. A is 
directed toward goal A. Be 1s prohibited by person B. 
Perso~ A relinquishes his goal A and adopts goal B reluc-
tantly. (Emotion or feeling· tone expressed.) 
· 6. , First ·Level .!!t Dominant Behavior. (Least Dominant) 
Person A 1~ 41reoted toward goal A.- He is prohibited b7 
person B. Person A relinquishes his goal and adopts goal B. 
~he ~bove hierarchy depends upon the two dimensions 
used in the prel1m1narr 1nvest1sat1on.4 The six levels 
'of dominant behavior, w1th their d1mens1one, are given 1n 
table V~. The hi~rarchy is logically arranged on the two 
4tmens1o~s, (1) manipulation ot the barrier to being manipu-
lated b7 the barrier, and also (2) the ~etention ot goal A 
to the relinquishing ot goal A. If the third level were 
·omitted, the hierarchy would then be losloally·arransed 
· on tl)e degree of adoption of the other goal. It was necessary, 
howevar,;to retain this level because (1) 1t.was a possible 
' . 
res,ponse to the s1tuat1ons and {2) there wae logically no· 
; 
other level 1t could be incorporated with. The third level 
was tho~sht, thus, to be ~uat1f1ably 1nolu4ed. '!'his h1ererohy 
ot the slz ~evels ot dominant behavior was used to 1nfer the 
4 Se~ page 29 qt this report for the two iimens1ons 
of the levels of dom1nant behavior.. · 
·~/ .. ~; 
.·i_~ 
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TABLE vz· 
GOAL 
,' l,.l:. '· . 
81..,.t.h Le:'Y.·e.l • . Man1ptllat1on ot . . ~ttai~ent Qt . . soal A. a barrier.· No adoption ·or goal B. 
· · · (Indirec't) Dianipu- · · Attainment of ·g&a'l···A· . 
Fifth Level lation of barrier_. No adoption of goal B. 
Manipulation of . . Partial attainment of 
· Fourth :Level ·· barrier, ~and manipu- soal A. · Partial · .. 
lated by barrier.. eaopt1on of goal B .. 
.. ·' _ _,......,...... ____ ._M_a_n_1p-.ul-a-t-1o-. n-·. -o-t'!""'· ,-.. -; ':""', -R-.e-l""!"in-q~: u-.1-s-h-lng-. o-·r-·-so-!'··al-.-
. 'lhlr4 ~evel . barrier, . and .mar.,J.pu~ A. No adoption o( 
lated by barrier. ~~al B.. · · · 
. , " ·. · ; M&ntplllatea· bt ·· Rel1nqu1sh1ns or gcu:tl 
, Second .l;.e,el barrier. , A.. Partial adoption . 
· · · · · · of goal B. · · 
First :Level. Mfini»ulatea by . barrier. · · Re11nqui.sh1ns ot goal · A. Adoption ot goal B •. 
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level of the dominance attitude. 
Variables. The ten, situations which were ment1one4 
in the "oonstruotion of act1vlt1es,•5 were used as constant 
stimuli tor.all subjects. Their responses6 were analyzed 
in the two ways mentioned 1n chapter III, viz. qualitatively 
and quantitatively. Eaoh individual was given a composite 
level at dominance score which was attained by adding all 
the scores on each situation. The summary of these scores 
are given in table VII. 
In the counting of each grammatical category, it was 
necessary to eliminate the influence of the total production. 
Eaoh grammattoal category, therefore, was divided by the 
total number of responses in eaoh class, viz. subjects of 
intransitive verbs, subjects of transitive verbs, subjects 
of passive verbs, 41reot objects, indirect objects, end 
adjectives of subjeots. The form as presented in table VIII 
was used to tabulate the data tor the grammatical categories. 
Grammatical, Oatesort~· The ratio score represent-
ins the grammatical oategory of subjects of intransitive 
verbs which are barriers was obtained in the following manner: 
5 See pages 60-62 of this report tor the ten situa-
tions. 
6 As examples. the responses of nine subJects are 
l1sted ln Appendix AJ three ere on h1sh level of dominant 
behavior, three on the medium level or dominant behavior, 
and three on the low level of dominant behavior. 
TABLE. VII 
COMPOSITE DOMINANCE SCORES FROM 
SIX LEVELS OF DOMINAN'l' BEBAVIOR 
SUBJECT* 
1 
2 
3 
4 
' 6 7 
·8 
9 
10 
11 
' 12 
13 
14 
lS 
16 
·.·.17 
lS 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 )0 
)l 
32 )) 
34 
3S 
36 
COMPOSITE Lu:tfEL ··~-J 
OF DOMDJANOE 
.S9 
,s ;, 
44 
49 
'40 
)0' )0 
31 
40 
42 
'4 
.. 46 
'2 4) 
40 ,,. 
39 
46 
34 
44 
51 
4S ;z. 
43 
'l 41 
4) 
.30 
4!1 
S3 
40 
40 
33 
38 
\ .•.... / 
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* Sub3eets 1-9 are the same subJects 1~9 1n Appendix B~ 
i SUB• BAllBIER ( 1) _ 
A lEO!' NON-BAB~(2) NV - . 
~-= DIR-: ~ARRIER ( J) 
. T B OBJ. NON-BARe(4) 
. ~ IND.; BARRIER ( ') · 
E OBl• NON•BAR~(6) 
s 
· N U 
TVB 
R B J 
ABE 
NBC 
s~- '1' 
p s 
A t1 
SVB 
SEJ 
IRE 
·VB 0 
E '1' 
BARRIER (7) 
BARRIER (9) 
NON•BAB. ( 10) 
A S 
D U J 0 B BARRIER ( 11) 
EFl 
C E 
T. C NON-BAR.(l2) 
'1! 
m:JMBER OF WORDS ( 13) 
TABLE VIII 
TABULATION SHEET 
SI'.WATION 
12 )4; 67891·0 
'·· .. · 
.''•· 
'· \-··-·-·· 
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the numbe~ ot ttmee the barrier was used as the subject or 
1ntrans1tive verbs was divided by the total number of 
subject$ ot intransitive .v,rbs. This corresponded to 
category seven 41 v14ed by o.ategory seven and eight. in table 
VIII. 
Grammatical Oatesorl Two. ~he ratio score represent-
ing the grammat1oal category ot subjects of transitive verbs 
'· 
which ere barri~rs was obtained in the f~~~!~B manner: the 
· number of times the barrier was used as the subject of transi-
tive verbs was 41v1ded by the total number of eu.b3eots of 
transitive verbs. 'l'h1s corresponcled to category one divided 
by oategorr one and two in table VIII. 
Orammet1cal Oatesorx Three. The ratio soore represent-
ing the grammat1oa1 category at subJects of passive verbs 
which era barriers was obtained ~n the following manner: 
the number of times the barrier wee used as the subject of 
.,. 
passive verbs was divided by the total number of sub3eots 
ot passive verbs. This correspoDAed to category nine divided 
by category nine and ten in table VJ;II. 
Grammatical Catesory Four. The ratio score represent-
ins the srammatioal category ot direct ob3ects which are 
barriers was obtained 1n the following manner: the number of 
times the barrier was used as the direct obJect was divided 
by the total number or direct objects, ~his corresponded to 
category three 41 vided by oategor:v three and four in table VIII·. 
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Grarmnat1eel Catesorz »'1 ve·. '!'he rat1o soor.e represent-
ing the grammat1oal category .of indirect objects which are 
barriers was obta1ne4 in the following manner: the number of 
times the barrier was used as the 1n41reot obje~t was divided 
by the total number of indirect objects. This corresponded 
to category tlve divided bJ category t1ve and six in table 
.·VIII. 
Gra.nunat1cal Oatesorl §1x. The rat~ scpre .represent-
"--·-·-- . 
1ng the sremm.at1oal category of adjeot1ves·mod1ty1ns eub3eets 
which are barriers was obtained 1n the following manner: the 
number of adjeot1vee used to modify the subject, when it·wes 
·the barrier, was divided by the total.number of adjectives 
.mod1ty1ns the subject. 'l'h1s corresponded to category 
eleven divided by oatesorr eleven ana twelve in table VIII. 
II. PROCEDURE 
The prellniinary steps were the seme as those mentioned 
for the prel_iminarr invest1gat1on.7· The instructions were 
moc:U.t1ecl slightly.. They were as toll0\9S: 
I shall desar1be to you a series of 
situations. You are to imagine ycu~eelt in them. 
When I am through desoribins eaoh situation, you 
are to talk as if you were speaking to the other 
person. There is no right or wrong thing you 
should ear• The best thing is to speak as 
7 See page 44 ot this report for the preliminary 
steps. 
neturallr as you ·can end say what comes to you 
mind first. Also, make up en outcome to. the 
situation. .Let•s try this: . 
You ar~ speaking to lane 'abottt some 
plan$ for a tea. While you are talking, Beatrice 
interrupts and starts talking to· Jane. -What will 
you sar to Beatrice? (The sub3ect would give a 
:esponee; and it she responded in accordance with 
the 1nstruot1ons, the experiment was begun. It 
the eub3eot appeared oontneed as to what to say; 
~be we$ helped alons until she underetooa. . . 
'll 
The ·ten situations were then presented ~~~~~y. one by one, 
in the foilowins order. 
1~ · ·you have gon~ to a theatre to eee a movie. As 
you go down into the theatre-, you· are ·stopped by the usher 
who tells you there are no more seats down there. However, 
. you can see some seats ab.eadt and. you would like to a1 t 
. . . 
there• What will you' say to the uslier? 
2. You are looking desperately tor a woman to do 
your house cleaning. You have interviewed many women, but 
they have all been unsatisfactory. You are now talklns to 
Isabelle, who seams to·be 3ust whom you want.· Isabelle, 
however, wants seventy-five cents an hour. You oea pay sixty-
five cents at the most. What will you say to Isabelle? 
3. You and Jack are oo~ohairmen for the decoration 
ot a hall for a dnace. You woUld like to have rather an 
elaborate set ... 11p and heve·the plaoe look n1oe tor the event. 
lack would like to keep the decorations as s~ple as possible, 
so it woUldn't take much work. What will you say to Jack? 
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4. You are at a toy counter to buy some toys.· 
You are 1a·a hurry.· It is naw·your turn to be waited on, 
but the salesgirl watts on the person who came aft~r you. 
Whet'wlll you say to the salesgirl? 
s. A·ealeswoman has oome to·your home. She' takes a 
great deal of pains to show you all the various kinds ot 
cosmetics she carries. You ere not espeo~allf 1nter~sted 1n 
what she has to offer and do not wish to· bu)l~J~zilything.t What 
.. .-·· 
_, .. 
.. 
will you say to the saleswoman? 
· 6. You have heard that Judy is spreading an tm31ist ... 
ified and uncomplimentary rumor about you. You meet Judy 
in the hallway. What will you say to her? 
7. You have taken your shoes to the cobbler's to be 
fixed. Be said they woulti be reaa,- in a week.. A week 
later you go to the cobbler's, and he tells you he has "only 
3ust begun work on them," and "to come baok the next day.n 
You were planning to wear them that evening. What w1ll you 
say to the cobbler? 
8. You have made an appointment w1 th the secretary 
to see Dr. Irving. You go at the designated t~e. The 
secretary tells you, you must make an appointment to see 
Dr. Irving, end says you have not made one. What will you 
say to the secretary? 
9. You are at the beauty parlor.. You want your halr 
f1xea the same way as usual 11 -The b·eautician suggests that 
another ~a1rdo at the same price might be more becoming to 
you.- What will you. tell her? 
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10. You are 11 vins at_ a dorm1 tory. There 1e a 
regUlation that if anyone should stay out later than 9 p.m. 
on any week day, ahe must forte1t her even1ng.pr1v1leges 
for the next two weeks. This is weanesday night. You have 
been out. You ere Just now coming in at 9::30. The next -
two weeks are very busy and important wee~o for you. Many 
things are sohe6uled for the evenings.. As you come in the 
door the boueemother says "You ere lete." What will -you ear? · 
In this .chapter, the experimental 4es1gn·was ~ade 
expl1o1t. The manner-of selection of ~the sub3ects and the. 
managemeQt of the several controls were explained. The 
stimulus si tuatlons were described 9 'i'he proceaure usea 1n · 
the exper1mentat1on was outl1nea. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSJB OF DATA 
The s~or1ns prooedure is maae expl1o1t in the 
present ohapt•r., The resUlts Qf the stat1st1oal ene1ye1e 
are s!ven~ For convenience~ the chapter is o~gan1se6 into 
the following three headings: (1) Qusl1tat1ve Analysis ot 
Data, (2) Quant1tat1ve Analysis ot Data, ani (3) Stat1stlcal 
.Arlelysis~ 
I.. Q.UALI'rATIVE ANALYSIS OF DA'l'A 
In accordance with the or1ter1a ot 4om1nanoe set 
dqwn 1n chapter rv,1 the responses maae by the eub3eots to 
the ten expertmental situations were analrzed qual1tat1vely. 
Table VIX2 shows the oomposite level ot dominance score tor 
eaoh sub3 eot ~ An illustration of how these scores were 
obta1ne4 from the responses is supplied below. 
Sixth Level !J.! Dom1JUmt Behavior. (A response to 
situation eight.) Well, I believe I have ma4e an appoint-
ment; and, if you w1ll please oheok the record book, I 
think you will find the appointment. And woUld you do that 
1 See pasea 63 and 64 of this report tor the s1x 
levels of dominant behavior. . 
2 See page 67 for table VII. 
tor me, please? The resUlt would be ·that she would oheck 
1t. She would let me in to se~ Dr. Irving. 
J'1fth Jeevel S!£. Dominant Jehav1or. (A response to 
situation two.) I'd explain that I'm paying· only s1xty-tive 
and try to come to. some ter~s with her. And~ lt not, then 
I'd have to let her so~ 
Fourth Level!! DomJ.ntm! Behavior. ·(A l'esponee to 
situation seven.) Oh. is it possible to have. them fixed: · 
while I wait? If he said no, well, I liave a 11ttle more 
shopping to do; ana then, I'll come baok in about an hour 
and see if they're rea4r then. Be probably would have them 
ready. 
'fh3:r4: Level,!!: pom1nyt Bsav1or. (A; .re$ponse .to 
situation tour.) . I'd walkout and sar nothing. 
Seeond .· Ltvel, ,!! ~ominpnt · Behavior. (A response to 
.s1tuat1en seven.} ·Be's probably busr. very busy. Marbe he 
didn't have ttme. I would be· disappointed though ••• 
because he's the cobbler. (Will you .1ust leave them?). 
' 
I'have to. 
First Level !J! Dominant Behavior. (A response to 
&1tuat1on texh) I'd agree with her,an4 tell her why-, it I 
had a good reason. I'd tell her why 81lfhow and settle with 
her there, as 1t· would be 1n all oases whenever one is. late 
on a week nisht; and I'd star in the next two weeks. 
.1" 
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: .· II. Q,U.ANTITA'liVE ANALYSIS Oli' DATA 
Th~ var1Qus grammatical oatego~1es were oounte4 for 
eaoh su'b3eot •.. Table IX SWDIJl8.1'1zes ~e ratio scores for .each 
srammatlcel oatesorJ. The quantitative scoring systen was 
exgla1ned in chapter IIt3 tor the prel1m.1nary .1avest1sat1on. 
Since the present exper~ent was concerned, however, with 
sllshtlr 41fferent sr~tieal oat~sor1es, it ls desirebl.e 
to siva an example of the quantitative scor1Ds system. The 
. following respo~se of su.b3ea~ s,4 situation t1ve, serves as 
the illustration. 
.. 
: I'd tell her that I don•t usually use them 
anyhow. or that I en1 ne,er ln a po.sl t1on to buy an7• 
th1ns much. anyhow, unless I neecl.1 t 1 and 'if· I · neede4 
1t,. I wouldn't 11a1t tor .a salesnum to come. 
. . Gr9Dnnatioal oatesorr ·· 
. . - . 
Freguenux· . 
1~ 'lransit1ve verb, barrier! es sub3eot·. · 0 
i~: t.rransitlve verb~ ·non-barrier as 
su~.teot. 4 
) .. Transitive verb, barrier as direet 
ob.feot. 0 
4. ~rans1t1ve verb, non-barrier e.s 
41reot ob3ect. 3 
'· 
Trans1t1ve verb, barrier ae 1ncU.reot 
ob~eet. 1 
. 
.3 See pages 50-53 ot this report tor the quantitative 
soor1ns system.. 
4 see appendix A. 
S'OBJECT 
l. 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
(i 
9 
10 
11: 
12 
13 
14 
1; 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
.22 
23 
24 
2S 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 ,,. 
:;; 
36 
1 
.)8 
.39 
,.)2 
.31 
.32 
• 22 
.1; 
.. 18 
.29 
IJ?ABLE IX 
RA'l'IO SCORES FOR SIX 
GRAMMATIOAL OA'l'EGOR%ES 
GRAMMA'l'ICAL OA'l'EDOBY 
2 3. ,...4 
' ,12 .oo .02 .a; 
.,23 .33 .oo .so 
.. 42 tOO ~04 ,.6? 
.os .oo .09 .. 64 
.21 .oo .l; •. 67 
.26 .oo .OJ.., 1.00 
.)l .oo .10 1.00 
.11 
"'0 .12 .s; 
.)1 .;o .os 1.00 
.)0 . .)7 .oo .06 1.00 
.19 .24 .oo .10 .78 
.1.,.0 
-39 .66 .23 . 1.00 
.06 .4'5 .oo· .06 1.00 
.2; .40 .20 .07 .• oo 
.10 .At;) 1 .. 00 .11 !>66 
.21.,. .16 .40 .09 .66 
.1) .)3 .oo .07 1.00 
.1? .a; .. oo .06 .60 
.21 .1+'1 .o·o .06 ,66 
.49 .4) .60 .09 .86 
•. ~)1 .4) ·5'0 .12 .41 
.20 .36 .oo .29 1 .. 00 
.26 .~3 .zo .17 .Sl 
.1) .as .oo .09 .sa 
.l.S .16 .on .10 1.00 
.26 ,62 • oo .oo .a; . 
. ~26•. 
.12 .)0 .• 1) .?) 
.2) .)6 .oo .22 .. s; 
.18 .18 .oo .os .92 
.12 .09 .go .21 .as 
.26 .42 .oo .os 1.00 
.)0 .s6 .oo .06 .64 
.a; .;z. .oo .24 .?') 
.J? ~43 .oo .04 .so 
.. 36 .:;o .10 .)1 .. 62 
.27 .)0 .oo .. oo .86 
6 
.Q6 
·12 
.l) 
.oo 
.oo 
.,1;_~ . 
.22 
.14 
.4) 
.12' 
.18 
.oo 
.19 
.oo 
.oo 
.os 
.11 
.04 
.oo 
.oo 
.28 
.21 
.10 
.08 
.oo 
.oo 
.OS· 
.12.' 
.20 
.lS· 
.1).' 
.oo-
.19· 
.. 04· 
.20.' 
.oo· 
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Grammatical catesorr Freg_uenc~; 
6. Transitive verb, non-barrier as 
1nd1reot ob3eot. · 0 
1· Passive verb. barrier as eub3eat. 0 
8. Passive 'Verb, non-barrier as 
subject. 0 
9. Intransitive verb, barrier as 
, subject .. 0 
10. Intreneittve verb, non-barrier as 
subject. 2 
Ratio scores tor the grammat1eal categories were then 
computed from the above frequencies. The factor tor the 
numerator and the factor for the denominator were explained 
1n chapter IV. 5 
Nine complete sets of responses to the ten situations 
are found in appendix A. Their qualitative analysts is 
supplied 1n appendix B, and their quantitative analysis is 
supplied ln appendix a. 
Xt is neoessary to point out~ at th1s time, the 
nature ot the various sremm.at1oal eeteso.rie~. ll'he Ha:obraoe 
Oollese Baadbook wee asaln6 utilized a~ the 4et1nlt1ve guide 
for determ1n1ns the parts of speech involved ln this expertment. 
5 See pages 66-70 of this !'$port tor the computation 
ot the retlo scores. 
6 It was previously ut111zed 1n the preliminary 
investigation reported in ohapter III~ 
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~he tollow1ng definitions of the parts ot speech ware used 
in the pr.esent study. 
Intransitive Verb.. A -verb that does not 
require a receiver of tie aot1oa to complete 
!ts meaning.? 
Wrans1t1ve Verb. A verb requiring a 
receiver of the action to complete its meen1ng.8 
Pasg\ie Verb, 'the torm of the verb which 
shows thate sub3eot is being acted upon.9 
Sub~eot. The person or thing (in a 
sentense or a clause) about wh1oh an assertion is 
made.~ 
D1reot Ob~eot, Anr noun (or its equivalent) 
that rece1ves tie action of a transitive verb.ll 
Indirect p-pjeot" A term applied to a noun 
or pronoun that precedes the direct ob3eot.l2 
Ad3eottif.. A word uaecl to modtfr (1.e., 
describe ·or 1 't) a noun or pronoun.l3 
· ae;iab111tz 9! sooriy. The reoo.ras of two sub.jeote• 
responses on the ten situations were taken at random and 
. 7 John o. Hodges, Barbraoe goll~se Handboo~ (Haw 
Yorke Harcourt Braoe and Oompaay, 1946}, P• 417 .. 
8 loe. oit. 
~~
9 Ib14., P• 412. 
10 Ibitl., P• 416. 
ll . Ib1d., P• 411. 
12 121· .!U~ 
13 Ib1d~, p. 398. 
and another person was given 1nstruet1one how and what to 
count. A Pearson Produot Moment Correlation was computed 
between the scores. For one eub3eot the correlation was 
.955 and for the Qther it was .932. 
III. STATIS'l'IOAL ANALYSIS 
The data was arranged in the manner described 1n 
ohapter ~1.4 and a correlation was computed between the 
. 
composite level ot dominance score and each grammatical 
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category ratio. The results are given in table x. '1'h1rtr-
~1x subjects were used in the present expertment. The 
4esrees of freedom tor correlation 1e N-2.15 Therefore, 
there were th1rtr"tour degrees of freedom. A correlation 
of .)29 1s minimally necessary tor e1snif1oance at the t1ve 
per oent level; and a correlation of .42; is m1a1mall7 
necessary for sisn1t1oanoe at the one per oent level. Of 
the six correlations, three were s1gn1f1oant at the one per 
cent level; one at the.tive per oen.t level; and two were 
non-s1p1f1oant. BY chance, it is expected to have one 
• 14 See page 44 ot this report for the arrang~ent of 
t.llo data. 
.. . 15 Allen L. Edwards, Stat1st1oal AA§lzs1a for 
Stu.dep.ts J.D. Psxoholog !!l! Education (New York; Rinehart and 
Company; Iio., 1946) , p. 188 
TABLE X 
CORRELATIONS OBTAINED BETWEEN COMPOSITE 
. SCORES FROM SIX LEVELS OF DOMINANT BimAVIOR 
AND GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES 
GR.ANMAfliOAL OBTAIN® 
CATEGORY* CORRELATION 
1 .-482** 
2 
-lS5 
' 
.... ;21** 
4 -.376*** 
' 
-.429** 
6 
-.18' 
* See pages 66·70 ot this report for grammatical 
categories .. 
** S1gnif1oent at one per cent level. 
*** Significant at t1v~ per cent level. 
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correlation out of twenty s1sn1f1oant at the t1ve per cent 
level. 'It can thus be concluded that the obtained results 
were above ohanoe.l6 
In summary, then, the present chapter has involved 
(1} an explanation of how the qualitative and quantitative 
analyses of the responses were aooompllshed and (2) a 
tabUlation an4 statistical manipulation ot the scores thus 
obta1ned4 
. ' 
sa 
16 Although no ooverins hypotheses had been derived 
trom the relationship outlined !a chapter I~I, in order to 
seou.re.poes1ble bases tor extension of the theory tor later 
research, $he experimenter while counting the above grammati-
cal cat.egor1es also counted eom.e others, e.g. the "1fs," 
"pronoun o~ noun subjects,• ana 0 a6verbs.• various ratio 
soores •ere· made and correlated w1th the composite level of 
dominance score.· None ot the correlations were s1sn1f1cant. 
. ' CBAP'lER VI 
RECLASSIFICATION AND Bi'ATISTIOAL ANALYSIS 
Reconsideration ot the esper~ent explained. in 
ohapter IV raised oertaln issues that warranted further 
1nvestlsat1on. There was a question about the just1t1oat1on 
for six levels of dominant behavior, that is, whether all 
sts leveis were actually possible reactions to all the 
situations. Furthermore, the appropriateness of the 
·numerical ~lue assigned each level appeared debatable on 
losteal grounds. In orde~ to meet these or1t1o1sms, a 
reolass1t1oat1on of the data was pe:rtor.m.ed. The presen-t 
chapter 1s concerned with this me,hod of reelasa1f1oat1on. 
and subsequent statistical results. 
X. RECLASSIFIOA'l'XOH 
Levels of Dominance. All anal:vsle of· the situations 
anci the possible responses to them indicated that responses 
. . . 
corresponding to all six levels of dominant behavior 
/ 
actually could not los1oa11y be e11o1ted trom eaoh e1tuat1on• 
_ It was determined that three levels ot dominance were, 
however, empirically obtainable responses from each situa-
tion. The ~hree levels were as follows: 
· ·Third Level of Dominant ~ehav1or (Most 
Dominant).. Person A ·ts dlrecte toward goal A.. 
Be is prohibited 'bY the barrier., person B. He 
manipulates person B and reaches his own goal,, A·· 
Second Level of Dominant Behavior.. Person 
A is d1reoted towardgoa! X. He !s profiib!ted by 
person B.. Either person A and person B modify 
their goals end adopt another goal AB whloh 1a· held 
in oommon between them, or person A oannot make up 
hie mind whether to retain his own goal A or to · 
adopt goal B or some other goal. 
F1~s~ ;~ve; !£ Dom1nant Behavior (Least 
Dominant). Person A is cU.reoteCi toward goal A. 
He 1s prohibited by person B. Person A relin-
quishes his goal and adopts soal B. 
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Roclassif1~ation of Data. ~he responses of all the 
subjects were rescored qualitatively for levels of dominant 
behavior by tour independent 3udges.l The following 
instructions were given. 
Rate each ot these responses by assigning 
them to three different classeso These classes 
are called one, two, and three. It you find a 
response whleh you believe expresses the least 
dominant behavior 1 g1 ve 1 t a number one.. For a 
response which seams to be the intermediate dom1nan\ 
behavior. slve it a number two. For a response 
whloh expresses the most ciominant behavior,· assign 
lt a number three. The three types of behavior are 
explained below. · 
The least dominant behavior 1s where the 
1 According to Joy P~ GUilford Psychometric Methods (MoGraw-H111 Book Company Inc • ., •. New York, 19)6), p.· 279, 
the reliability and validity of ratings increase with the 
number ot 3udges. The pooled ratings of not lese then 
three independent 3udges are to· be used.· 
person concerned, namel1 nyou,n rel1nqu1shes his 
goal and adopts the goal of the barrier. 
~be intermediate dominant behavior is where 
the person concerned! namely "you,n compromises or 
vacillates between h s own goal and the barrier's 
goal. 
~he most dominant behavior is where the 
person concerned, namely nyou,n overcomes the 
barrier and reaches his goal. 
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The rat1nss2 were then subjected to a discriminant analysis. 
II. STA'l'ISTICAL ANALYSES 
Discriminant Analzsis. The purpose of a discriminant 
analys1s3 is to obtain for eaoh individual a set of appro-
priate scores based on the principle of msx~1zing the ratio 
of the sum of squares due to variation of scores between 
individuals to the total sum of squares. In the present 
research this scoring procedure maximizes the differences 
among the individuals 1n terms of the three levels of dominant 
behavior. The composite level of dominance better represents 
a given individual's dominance attitude because it is made 
up of scores whiCh discriminate maximally among the 
inc11V1duals. 
2 All the ratings by the four 3udges are in appendix D. 
3 Palmer o. Johnson, "The Quantification ot Qualita-
tive Data in Discriminant Analrsis.n Journal of the American 
Statistical ASsociation. 4;:6;-?6, No. 2J;9, MaroA,1950. · 
~he statistio~l procedure outlined in Johnaon•s 
article was followed. For the three levels of dominant 
behavior, which were in a hierarchical order, the least 
.. 
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dominant.behav1or was given a score ot uou and the most 
dominant behav1Qr a score of 0 l.u It was necessary, there-
fore, to tind only the score ot the intermediate behavior. 
As a result ot the d1sor1m1nant analysis, the score obtained 
was 0.4749. Since this was so close to o.;o, it was felt 
justifiable to use.the latter value tor ease ot computation. 
The scores o, o.;, and 1.0 have the same relationship 
to each other as the scores o, l, and 2. Since the latter 
set was easier to work with, 1t was used for the statistical 
analysis which followed. 
Oompos1te Level of Dominance S~ore. Each subject was 
characterized by a single score wbioh represented his level 
of 4om1nanoe. The score was obtained as related below. 
The total number ot least dominant ratings was multiplied 
by oou (soore for the least dominant behavior) and adde4 
to the total number ot intermediate dominant ratings multi-
plied by "1" (score for the intermediate dominant behavior). 
That sum was 1n turn added to the total number of the most 
dominant ratings multiplied by "2" (score for the most 
dominant behavior). The following example shows how the 
composite level ot dominance score was obtained: 
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Brequeney!t) Soore(s) t z s 
Least Dominant Behavior 7 
Intermediate Dominant Behavior 23 · 
0 
1 
0 
23 
.,st Dominant Behavior 10 2 20 
j'.POB1 t111 Level of ~oe. ~a11re . . 43 
Table XI gives .the list of the th1rty-s1x aub3ects 
~nd 'their respective composite level of dominanoe scores~ 
Correlations. The data wa~ arranged 1n the 1dent1cal 
! . 
man~er as expla1nea·1n'ohapter III,4 and a Pearson Pro4uot 
Moment Correlation was oomputed betweencthe composite level 
of abmtnance score and eaoh grammatical category. Table XII 
is a summary of the obtained correlations. Tbree of the 
eorrelations were siga1f1oaat at the one per cent level, one 
at the five per cent level, and two were non-s1gn11'1eant. 
Table XIII 1$ the comparison of the oorrel.at1ons obtained by 
the six category scale with the three category scale. ·The 
magnitude of the correlations varied a little; nevertheless, 
the same sisn1t1oant relationships existed. Thus. the 
results obtained from the d1sor1m1nant analysis are oons1st~nt 
with the results obtained from the six category scale •. 
To recapitulate briefly, for reo1ees1t1oat1on the 
4 See page 44 of th1s report for the arrangement of 
the data. 
'.fABLE xx· 
'lHE COMPOSITE LEVEL OF DOMINANCE 
SCORES FOR fi1REE LEVELS OF 
DOMINaNT BEHAVIOR 
StJBlEOT SCORE 
l· 64 
2 70 j S9 
4 4S 
l 46 42 
7 4) 
8 
si 9 
10 so 
ll )8 
12 40 
13 63 
14 49 
15 43 16 30 
1? 4f 
18 41 
19 56 
20 
'' 21 41 22 60 2' 42 24 54 
25 36 
26 42 
27 49 
28 4} 
29 ,, 
30 29 )1 48 
32 57 
'' 
41 
34 4$ 
§l 32 
'' 
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TABLE XIX 
OOBRELATIONS OBTAINED BETWEEN COMPOSITE 
SCORES FROM THREE LEVELS OF DOMINANT BEHAVIOR 
AND GRAMMATICAL OA'l'l!DORIES 
.. · :· 
GRAMMATICAL 
OA!EGOBY* 
1 
2 
l 
4 
5 
6 
OB'l'ADED 
CORRJLATION 
.. 
··S.40** 
.·072 
-··4?6** 
-·494** 
-·.346***. 
--120 
* See pages 66~?0 ot this r$port tor grammatical 
categorl~s. 
** Sign1t1oant at one per oent level. 
*** S1sn1f1oant at five per cent level. 
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TABLE XIII 
COIUUDLA'J!IOBS OB'RAINED FBOU THREE CATEGORY AND 
SIX CATEGORY SCALE OF DOMDTANT BEHAVIOR 
GlWIMATIOAL DREE SIX 
OA'lEGORY CA'l'EGOBY OA'l'EGORY 
1 .;40**. .482** 
2 .072 .. 1;s 
' 
-.416**' 
. . 
.... ,21** 
4 -~494** ·. .....)76*** 
; -~346*** 
. . 
..... 429** 
6 -~120" -.).8J 
** Sipitioant :at one ·per oant level.. 
*** Sign1t1eant at five per cent level. 
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levels of dominant behavior were.reduoed to three on the 
3ust1f1eat1on that a response on only these leve~was 
los1eally possible trom each sltuet1on. Since the six 
levels of dominant behavior coUld not be 3ust1t1ed on this 
' ' basts, it was discarded and the three levels ot dominant 
behavior aooepted. D1sor~1nant analysis 3ust1t1ed the 
numerical value assigned to each of the three levels 
(categories) ot dominant behavior. 
In this chapter, then, the three category olass1f1· 
cation at the responses was explained. The purpose of the 
d1sor1m!nant analysis was made expl1e1 t. The results 
obtained therefrom were inspected and compared with the 
resUlts from the six oatesorr scale reported in ehapter v. 
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CHAPTER· VI 
'l?HEOREHOAL FOm.mLATION OF 
PRESENT RESEAROB 
In this chapter an attempt is made to "explain" the 
results obtained from the reported experiments. ~he 
survey ot literature in ohapter I tended to support the 
general hJpothes~s ~hat personality is expressed in language. 
. . 
The material ln ohepter II led to the further hypothesis 
that dominance 1s a~ tmportant component ot personality. 
Throuah los1oal manipulation, the specitto hypothesis arose. 
that 4om1nance is expressed ln various aspects ot language 
and, speo1t1oally, in the seleot1on ot words used in oertain 
grammatical categories. The res~ts'trom the prel~1nary 
investigation, reported in chapter III, save some 1ad1cat1on 
ae to how dominance 1s expressed 1n given srammaticel 
categories. Further experimentation supported this 1nd1ea-
t1oa. It is now neoeesarr to formulate a theory to cover 
the relationship. 
I. 'l'BEORY OONSTRUCTION 
Kreoh and crutohf1el4l_post1llate that peroept1on is 
. 1 David Kreoh and R1chEU'c1 s. Oru.teht1eld, 'fheoH 
and Problems J!t ·soeial Pstcholosr (New York: MoGraw-ul-
Book Oompany, Inc •• 1948), p. 107. _ 
.1Dfluenoe4 by systems 1n tens1on2·1n tb.epsyohologieal 
tield.. The psychological t1el4 1s the psyoholoe;1cal 
e:kiftence. the experienced world,. of the 1nd1vidua1.3. 
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The psyoholog1oa1 field is interred trom overt 
'behavior, introspective reports, and projective tests. The 
systems in tension in the psyohologloal t1el4 are motiva-
tional, emotional• «)ognlt1ve, and perceptual. They induce 
goals which the individual strives for; they d1reot the 
1nd1v1dual's perception end thinkingl and ~her reorganize 
the psychological field. 
An attitude is a rela~1velr enduring stat$ ot tension 
. ' 
which arises from the organization of the various systems in 
. . 
the· psycholog1eal·f1eld.4 It is concerned witk some speo1tlo 
object. This ob3eot is perceived as demsxuU.ns some type of 
aot1on on the· part of the 1n41v1dual. This demand for 
aot1on le the actual tension system that seeka reduction 
through behavior. The three levels of dom!nant behavior, 
as 4et1ned 1n chapter VX, are coaeerned with a speo1t1o 
2 Ibid., pp •. 40-;0. Tensions are 1nstab111ties, 
su.oh as disharmonies, d1sorepeno1es., and lmbel.anoes, 111 
the psychological field.~ Tension is a bypothetloal .. construct 
postulated ·to ·account ·tor the source of force correlated 
with a need or attitude. 
3 Ibld., P• 37. 
4 Ib1d., p. 1,3. 
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ob3eot, namely the barrier. The way in which the ber,tS1er 1s 
perceived 1s determined by the level ot dominance. Since 
the pal ot the barrier ana the goal ot the highest level ot 
dominant behavior are opposed to each other, the result or 
the opposed toroes oreates a tension.5 ~he barrier is 
peroe1ved as 4amand1ng action on the part of the individual. 
'l'he tension (demand tor action) 1e reduoe~ by man1pulat1q 
the barr1er.6 Person B, ln the speo1t1c s1tuat1ons was the 
barrier. For the lowest level ot do~naat behavior the 
tension also exists; bu~because the need for the attainment 
at the goal is not as great, it 1s not as much as tor the 
highest level ot dominant.behav1or. The barrier, in this 
instance. is perceived as something not to attaok but rather 
to oontorm to. The barrier, then, 1s, 1n turn,_ more tension 
creating the higher the level ot 4o.rn1nance.. Therefore, it 
seems a log1oal assumption to make the statement that the 
perceived barr+er 1s .a tunot1onally more s1p1f1cant object 
an4 is thus more the to~us of attent1on !or an 1nd1v1dua1 
the higher ·the level ot dominance he possesses,. 
· ; Bober\ w. Leeper. Le•ints fopolos1ogl and V-ector 
Psxohol.og (Eugene, .oregon: tJJiivers!ty or oreson,lJA.j), 
»~ 216. . . 
. 6 Ibid., p. 20). Barriers as ob3eot1ve obstructions 
may be defined as Lewin defined barriers in senere~: ta~tors 
that offer resistance to (actual) lo~cmot1on, whether 
physical, soo1al, . or conceptual. 
, ..... 
Xreoh end Crutchfield state: "Instabllities;in the 
psyoholoe;1.oal f1el4 produce • tensions • whose effects on 
perception, c~gn!tion, and action are sueh as to tend to 
9S· 
change the field in the direction of a more stable struoture.n7 
'l'hus, not only is peroeption !nf'luenoed bf t~ns1on,·as stated 
_, $-boVe, but behavior ( aeti·an} 1s also. Speech, ae a· speelal 
form ot behavior • must, theretore, also be v1ewe4 as o·rsan-
ized in the 41reot1on of tension reduction. Grammatical 
categories that compose verbal behavior are communicative 
tools8 that are avenues for the release of tension. 
Commerce w1th eaoh gramm.at1cal oategorr 1s a response wh1oh 
ooatr1butee to the release ot the. tension. In the present 
study, the tension that seeks reduction through verbal 
behavior corresponds to tb.e 4emand tor action elicited 'by 
the perception of the barrier. The perception of the barrier 
is, in turn, determ1neci by the level of 4omlnanoe of the 
subjects. 
Oerta1n grammatical categories, by virtue of rhetoric 
pr1no1ples (emphasis, un1ty, ooherence), are more vital 
tools of oomm.un1oetlon than others. In the present research, 
? Krech a~d orutcht1eld. op. cit., p. 40. 
8 
aad Men 
--
'. 
EdwaJ"d c. Tolman, Purposive Behavior in An1m.als 
(New York: The Century company,· 1932),-p. 454. 
the prtno1.ple; of em.pba·s1e9 was :used as; an expla·n.atorJ' 
oonoept. According to rhetol'!'OJ rules ol' English grammar, 10 
0 
the sub3ect ot a sentence is, a Iiolnt of ·emphasis by ·v1rtue 
of· primae! in the sentence,· · The verb is also a point ·ot ; 
emphasis by virtue of the fact that it !e the "heart." of the 
sentenc.e.ll Other· _parts of the sentence, such as the d1ra·ct 
and indirect. objects, lack emphasis~ because of their second-
ary (in terms of time) and oomplementary (in terms of 
meaning) role. It can be concluded that the subject and the 
verb sre the more vital tools for emphasis. 
The above srammatloal oategorles, being part of the· 
oommunioative system of EDsl1sh, are avenues for the 
release. of tension pro~uoed by the oogn1t1ve organization 
essoe1ate4 w1i;.h the various levels of .4om1nanee. It seems 
a 1os1oal asswaptlon to make~ the stat .. ent that, 1n order 
to· sa1nem.phe.s1s, the foeus.ot attention w111: be placed on. 
the more vital ·parte of the· oommu1oat1ve system. Then it 
woul4 follow that the person w1 th a high level ot aomtnanoe · 
. 9 Emphasis may be oonoeptuallzed as the state of 
being in the toous of awareness as against being relegated 
to the margin of attention. A th1q is emphasised when it 
is a tisure in perception with everything else in perceptioa 
simply (back-) ground. . . 
10 Jolm o. Hodges, Bar brace Oollese Handbook (New 
York: Harcourt Braoe anti Company, l94t)), p. 281;._ 
ll Ibid., P• 2. 
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will ordinarily use the barrier as the sub3eot ot the verb 
ot the sentence more often than the person with a lower 
desree of dominance. Now, the intransitive ~erb 1s complete 
enough in end of itself to communicate thought.l2 Then, it 
follows, to gain the greatest amount ot ~phae1s. the person 
with a high level of dominance will use the barrier as the 
eubjeot of the intransitive verb more often then the person 
with a lower level of dom1nanoe.l3 ·The transitive verb 
oonneots the sub3eot with the object. The subject is 
mentioned first, thus emphasized. ~he person with e hlgh 
level ot dominance will use the barrier as the subject ot 
transitive verbs more often than the person with a lower 
·level of dom1nanoe.l4 The passive verb, being e part of the 
transitive category, has a peculiar construction. The 
srammat1oal eub3ect is tunotionallr the ob3eot of the verb. 
For example, "The bird was shot." "Bird" 1s grammat1oelly 
the sub3ect of the sentence. Functionally, however, it 1e 
12 For example,in the sentence "The man rested," 
'he thought 1s completed in the intransitive verb "rested"; 
nothing else is actually needed. 
13 ~· 
14 e.s. 
More dominant: "The usher (barrier) came up 
to me." 
Less dominant: "I went up to the usher. 
More dominant: "The usher (barrier) refused 
me the seats." 
L~ss dominant: "I didn't get the seats from 
the usher." 
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the object of the verb "was shot." 'l'he gremrnat1oal subject 
ot the passive verb, be1ns the objeot, becomes a less v1tel 
tool for emphasis. '·The person with a high level of dominance 
wlsh.iq to put the.toous of attention, or barrier,· in the 
more vital parts ot the communloative system ti1ll use the 
. . 
barrier as the sub3eot of passive verbs less often than the 
person with a lower levei of dominanoe.lS 
In the statements above,·only person B, perceived as 
the barrier, was mentioned. Other aspects of the perceptual 
field, n~ely the goal of the barrier, one's ~n goal, and 
' 
one's self, are considered next. These are referred to as 
"things other then the barrier." 
The person with a high level of aominanoe perceives 
the things other tben the barrier as secondary end not 
requ1r1ns emphasis. Therefore, he will pat them in the less 
vi tel aspects of the oommunioat1 ve system. The person w1 th 
a h1gb level of dominance will use things other than the· 
barrier as d1r~ct objeots more often than a person with a 
lower level ot 4omlnanoe.l6 The person with a high level 
1; e·.s. More do.m.1nant: "The seats (non-barrier) were 
not taken." 
Less dominant:· "The usher (barr1er) was· 
16 .!.&• More dominant: 
Less dominant: 
approache4 by me." 
"The usher (barrier) calle4 
me ( non-·barr1er) • n 
"I (non-barrier) called the 
usher (barrier)." 
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ot Clominenoe will ·use things other than the barrier as 
indJJ:eot obJects more often than. a person with a lower·level 
of dominance ,17 · Another method fit increasing the ·emphasis 
011 the subj eot as focus of attention, \other than the use. 
ot 1ntrans1t1ve verbs, is to m.odifJ it b~ mean:s of ad3eot1ves. 
'!'hen,.· the following statement oan be m.a4et the person wl th a 
high level:. ot dominance will use more adjs~tives to modify 
the sub3 eot when 1 t is .·the barrier than the person w1 th a 
lower le~el~of dominanoe.l~ 
, From the·above oonceptual1zat1oa of ·the relat1qnah1p 
between le~ela of dominance end ,certain srammetloal oate~ 
gorles, tJ1e·:tollow1ng psyohological hJ'pothes1s oan be stated. 
.· 
The tools of oommun1cat1on are selected so 
as ·to express tensions produced by the cognitive . 
orgeJiisat1on associated with levels ot dominance. 
The relationship between the attitude ot dominance 
. and var1oua grQD11118.t1cal categories which were made expl1e1 t 
above are no•. re~tated in the form of emp1~1oal hypotheses, 
. 
Eni,e1r1oal !!fpotheses, 1. An 1n41v14ual with a. h18h 
17 .!.:.1• More domJ.nant: "'lhe usher (barrier) showed 
me {non-barrier) the seats." 
Lese dominant: "I tol4 the usher (~arr1er) 
no thank rou. n 
18 .!:..&• More dominant ; •The tall. usher (barrier) 
beckoned.• 
Less dominant : "The bahe.r (barrier) beckoned." 
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~cor~ on the 4om1nanoe.h1erarohy will use the person·plaoed 
as the barrier to his assigned goal as the subject of lntren• 
s1 tl ve verbs .. more often than a person w1 th · a lower score. 
2 * An 1ndi vidual with a hish score on the dominance 
hierarchy will uae th~ person placed a~ e barrier to his · 
ass1tpt~d goal as the sub3eot of transitive verbs more often 
then a person with a lower score. 
). An 1nd~v1duel with a high seore on the dominance 
hierarchy will use the person plaoe6 as a barrier to his 
assigned goal less often as the subject ot passive verbs than 
a person with a lower score. 
4. An individual with a high score on the dominance 
hierarchy will use things other than the barrier more often 
as direct objects than a person with a lower score. 
'· An 1nd1v14ual with a high score on the 4om1nanoe 
hierarchy will use thinss other than the barrier more often 
as 1nd1reot objects then a person with e lower soore. 
6. An individual with a high soore·on the dominance 
h1ererob7 will modify the eu'bjeot, when it is the person " 
placed as a barrier to his assigned goal, more often than a 
person with a l~wer soore. 
The grammatical category rat1osl9 and the level of 
19 se'e pages 66-70 ot this report for an explanation 
ot the grammat1oel oateg~ry ratios. 
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·dominance eooree now become the· repl'esentations · ot · the 
above empirical hypotheses, · The resul.ta from the stat1st:1ea1 
aila17ses20 suggest that the psyobologioal hypothesis may. be· 
aocepted·with a fair degree of .oontidenoe. The lowness ·of 
' . 
the s1gn1f1oent correlations (tests of the empirical 
hJpotbeses) might be attributed to several faotorst (1) ·the 
exper~ental design did not allow for the )est possible 
conditione under whiCh the results could be obtainea. Sines 
the middle of any hieraroby or seale is not as d1fferent1at• 
1ng as the ends, it would have been better to tise subjects 
of the two extreme: level-s of dominance, if it had been 
possible to get enough, rather.t.tian subjects scattered 
throughout all the levels; {2) there·might well be· other 
tensions in the cognitive structure, which are_assoe1ated 
with other personality components operating at the same 
t~e, which m1ght cancel out same of the effects; (3) tb!ngs 
other than the barrier, naaaly the goal, self, and another 
soal, must be mentioned by the aub~eots in responding to 
the given situations. No 1nd1~1dual, no matter how high the 
level of dominance he has, oan use only-the non-barrier 
things as the direct or indirect objeot, or as the sub3eot 
20 Sea page 87 ot this report tor the results ot the 
statistical analyses. 
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ot passive verbs. Henle and Bubbell21 found that adults 
make reference to th~ self .just as often as the ob.1ld, :about· 
forty per .oent of the time. 'l'hue,. it ·becomes necessary even 
for a person on a high level of .aominanoe.to use somettmes 
non•barrier things as subjecte.of transitive snd intransitive 
verb~. 
The grammatical categories involve~ in the non~slgn1-
fioant correlations were as follows: (1) subjeet ot tran• 
e1t1ve verbs which are barriers and (2) adjectives modifying 
sub3eots wb.ioh are barriers. The results might be expla1nea 
in the following manner. An ad3ect1ve modifying a subject 
may be a word preceding the subJect (for example, "The mad 
saleswoman picked up her things and left.") or a word follow• 
1ng 1t (tor example, "The saleswom.al;l wee mad and lett."). , 
In the latter case, there would be a copulative construction; 
but the copulative construction was not counted per se, nor 
wee its relationship to levels of domin~nce made explicit;. 
Never,theless an adjective was oottnted as modifying the 
subject, 1t it appea~ed 1n the prediqate nominative of the 
,_ copulative ot,nstruot1on •. Since the e()unt for the adjeot1ve 
oategory contained the two forms, .it 1s,p(lss1"ble that one 
cancelled the other out. Nevertb.eless, the empirical · 
21 See page 10 of this report tor Henle and Bubbell•s 
f1nd1DgS .. 
hypothesis six was tested. The results suggest that the 
theory should have been extended to more srammat1oal cate-
sories. As tar as the other non-s1gn1f1oant oorrelat1on·1s 
concerned, an 1n~peotion of the transitive and intransitive 
verbs 1n the English language indicates that there are many 
more transitive verbs. Since the transitive construction 1s 
the most common in the English language and since, therefore, 
a person even w1th a high level of aominanoe may have to use 
non-barrier thinss as the subJect ot transitive verbs simply 
by virtue of the demands ot variety. a non-s1gn1f1oant 
correlation may be expeoted" 
This chapter attempted a theory of language wh1eh 
would explain the relationship between the attitude of 
dominance and the various srammatioal categories. The 
I 
theory wae inspeoted for ae:ream.ents and disasreeinents with 
the obtained data. Where the data did not agree with 
hypothesized relationships indicated in the theory, an 
explanation was attempted, 
CHAPTER VIII 
StDIMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR J'UB.THER RESEARCH 
~he present chapter contains a brief summary ot the 
content and conclusions of the »receding chapters. Finally, 
problems which have been raised but which require research 
beyond the limits of the investigation reported are 
d1souse.ed. 
I. SUMMARY 
The material in the foregoing seven chapters ean be 
summarized as follows. First, the literature on the general 
relationship between personality and language w~s reviewed, 
with special emphasis on those studies dealing with the 
relationship between personality and grammatical categories 
(quantitatively oons1derea). Dominance as a special aspect 
of personality was chos~n as a specific personality component 
to be related in the present study to srammat1oal categories. 
Relevant literature dealing with dominance was reviewed 1n 
chapter II, and a final definition ot dominance arrived at 
by olose examination ot previous oonoeptuelizations. 
Chapter III concerned itself with the explanation ot the 
preliminary investigation, the purpose of which was to gain 
same guide as to the relationship between dominance and 
grammatical categories •. From a combination of the h1sh and 
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low correlations a relationship was hypothesised. This 
led to the delineation of six grammatical o~tegorles to be 
investigated. They were as follows: 
1~· Sub3eots of intransitive verbs that are barriers. 
·~. Sub3eots of transitive verbs that are barriers. 
'"""' 3, Sub3ecte of passive verbs that are barriers. 
4• Direct objects that are barriers. 
;. · In41reot objects that are barriers. 
~· Ad3eot1ves of su.bJeots that are barriers. 
~e experiment testing the relationship ot the six 
grammatical categories to dominance was explained in chapter 
IV. The next chapter ·consisted of the stat1st1oal analysis 
and the results. Since the results raised oertaln issues, 
a reclass1f1oat1on of the responses was performed. and the 
stat1st1oal analyses thereof were conducted. These were 
reported 1n chapter VI. The results from the reolaes1f1oa-
t1on were consistent with the results obtained from the 
· previous exper~ent. Chapter VIII entailed an original 
theoretical formulation ot the relationship between levels 
of dominance and certain grammatical oatesor1es, namely the 
six m'nt1oned above, The conceptual sohema of Krech and 
Crutchfield was pr~ar1ly utilised to this end. A psyoholog1-
- cal hypothesis postulating the relationship between the two 
\ 
factors was stated as follows: The tools of communication 
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are selected eo as to express tensions produced by the 
cogn1t1ve orsan1zet1on assooiated with levels of dominance, 
~he empirical hypotheses to teet the above PS10holog1oal 
hypothesis were the follow1ns. 
1. An individual with a high score on the dominance 
hierarchy w1ll use the barrier as the subject of intrans1~ 
tive verbs more often than a person with a lower score. 
2. An 1nd1v1dual w!th·a high score on the dominance 
hierarchy will use the barrier as the subject of transitive 
verbs more often than a person with a lower score. 
). An individual with a high score on the dominance 
hierarchy will use the barrier less often as the subject of 
passive verbs than a person with a lower score. 
4. .An individual with a high score on the dominance 
hlerarchJ will use things other than the barrier more often 
as direct ob3eots then a person with a l'ower soore. 
s. An individual with a high score on the domlnanoe 
hierarchy will use things other than the barrier more often 
as 1nd1reot objects than a person with a lower score. 
6. An ind1v1dual with a high score on the dom1nanoe 
hierarchy will modify the subject, when it is the barrier, 
more often than a person with a lower score. 
Four ot the above empirical hypotheses were confirmed 
by correlations s1gn1tioant at the one per cent or at the 
five per· cent level. The cortoelations, however, were low. 
l?oss1 ble explanations tor their lowness were offered·. The .. 
two empirical hypotheses; namely 2 and 6, wbioh were not 
confirmed by s1sn1tioant correlations were also discussed. 
Four out. ot the six correlations were s1gn1f1eant. This was 
above ohanoe expectation. The conclusion suggested is that 
the psychological hypothesis may be accepted with a fair 
degree ot eont1denoe. 
II. IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH. 
1. One limitation inherent in .thts :research, namely 
the relative paucity of obta1ne4 responses to each situation, 
suggests an investigation remeciying this in order to deter-
mine the degree of speo1t1city or generality of the mode ot 
choos1ns words. 
a. The results of the present study indicate that 
relatively enduring tension systems are expressed verbally 
aot 1n a haphazard but in a relatlvelv systematic manner, 
1.e. in quantitative ditterenoes in the use of grammatical 
categories. 'l'he psyob.ologioal field is made up of many 
other tension systems (including other aspeets of personality). 
It is possible that each of them could have.a certain mode ot 
ocmmun1oat1on. Further investigation to test this hypothesis 
1s warranted. 
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3• The present researoh dealt with goal•orientetl 
responses to obstacles.· Newoombl says that an obst·ac.le 1s 
peroeived in the frame ot rete~enoe of ~be goal.· This 
SU8f39Sts that it is both·the obstacle {or barrfer) and th~ 
goal which might be emphasi:zed most by the person ·.with a· 
high attitude ot doin1nanoe.' Newcomb also speaks of the 
threat-oriented resporu:se2 to' obstacles where the individual 
interprets the obstacle as a personal threat of some kind~ 
rlhe person perceives the obstacle ia the t~ame of reference 
ot his own safety or security• fJ.'his suggests that; it such 
a tension SJstem were present~ it would be expressed in 
language thr;o~Sh ~e use of mdre self related words. studies 
. ' 
to test these ideas are ill order. 
4~ It a series ot tension systems were investigated 
~nd their grammat1oal correlates established; it would 
imhanoe the ol1n1oal value of language as data. This would 
be .aeetrable because samples of language·are sC, readily 
avaUable. However, 1a order to reach such a stage, it 
would be necess.ar; to stttablish. some norms on the use ot 
the various grammatical oatesories. There are, tor example, 
no norms on the grammatical catescr1ee investigated in the 
1 Theodore :u·. Newcomb, Soo1al Psyoholosr (New York: 
Dryden Press, 1950), p·. 351· .. 
2 Ibid·.:, P• :;sz. , 
present research. Therefore, 1t is impossible to aay_.b.ow 
often a person with a high attitude of dominance will use 
the barrier as the subject ot intransitive verbs. FUrther 
investigations could seek to tina sucJ:l norms. 
;. The subjects chosen tor this experiment were 
trpm the Boston Un1ver.s1t,-,, College of ~1beral Arts.· tfhus, 
the conelusions are 11m1 ted to the· above popUlation. · 
Further research could check the conclusions reached here, 
bf employing other populations. 
6. This study dealt ol)ly with the levels of dominance 
as reported in a projective s~tting. It does not mean, 
therefore that the same results would be obtained from an 
aotual situation where person A is speaking to person B. 
An investigation into this is indicated. 
APPENDIX A 
SITUATIONAL RFBPONSES 
SUBlEO'f ONE (BI<;m LEVEL OF DOMINANCE) 
Sltuatioat~· ·Well, I•m so.rry;. I think I see · 
.. some seats down front.. Would you mind if I go down there 
and see it. there are some? And the result woUld be that 
he woUld let me. 
· Situation !!2· Isabelle, I .realize that; but, 
as I can Sfford only sixty-five cents, I would still want 
to employ J'OU because I think that you would find your 
work here not very heavy and you would like 1t here also; 
. ' 
and I think the attitude at the house here wou.l.d supple-
lll 
ment the pay. (so. will Isabelle oome?} Yes. I think so. 
Si.tuation three. Well let's make it decorati,e 
enough and put in a little more work ana make it so that 
the people who are coming to the dance will stop and 
look at the work and appreciate it putting that much 
etto~t to that end. And the result will be that ••• 
and we would achieve it. 
Situation .&:2!!£• I'm sorry, but I was next.. Mind 
waiting on me? And the result would be she would do what 
I asked·her for. 
·Situation!!!.!· I'm sorry, but I'm not interested 
in what you might have for sale. Perhaps at a later time 
you might have something that will interest me. Will you 
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come see me then? ResUlt will be • I hope, she would leave ... 
Situation six. Judy, I hear you•re spreading a 
rumor about me. I don•t think that you would 4o such 
a thing. ~f you are a friend ot mine. And I wish that 
you would tell me what the story is behind it. Is there 
any truth to such a tbing? She would tell me yes or no. 
Situation seven. I see you don•t have them ready 
for me. And I really expected them. If I had !mown 
that you wotlldn 1 t have them ready it I would have taken 
them to so.m.e other cobbler.. I would ask when they would 
be ready., and I would come in and get them then ... 
SitUfition eigllt. Well, l: believe I have made an 
appointment; and, if you will please check the record 
book, :r think you will find the appointment. And would 
you do that tor me, please? The result would be that 
she woUld check 1t. She woUld let me in to sea Dr •. Irving. 
Situation nine. Well, At this time I would rather 
have the hairdo that I planned on; and perhaps some other 
date I'd have more time to see how I like it. And the 
result would be that I would get the same one that I had. 
Situation ten. Well, if I have a very goo~ excuse 
for being late. I would offer that excuse. Anc1 U'. She 
aoeepts it, that will be the result of that. I wouldn't 
have to tortelt two weeks. 
SUBrna'l' 'fWO (HIGH LEVEL OF DOMINANCE) 
S1t~at1on one. Well, I'd ask htm if t~ose seats 
were reserved; ~nd, if he says no, I'd ask hlm why I 
ooul.Cin't sit there. He didn't realize that there W!Stre 
seats. Maybe he didn't see them; so he would let me go 
down., 1t I point them out to him. 
Situation~· I•d try to reason with her; maybe 
give her a few extra privileges,. perhaps something like 
having a lunch say at noon or be having a little extra 
ttme ott. She will feel that she'd be satisfied with the 
work. She finds that. even though she is not getting 
seventy-five cents en hour, she would have a good 3ob. 
Situation three. Say to Jack that he was too lazy 
to • • • Think that if we were going to have a dance, we 
. . 
shoUld make it look as nice as possible so that people 
would en3oy the surroundings. And if he didn't want to 
do it, the 41rty work,. I•d get somebody that could help; 
. . 
that if he doesn't feel he wants to do 1t, he doesn't 
have to. I think that he woUld probably pi toh in and 
do some of the work. 
81 tuation four. I •.m sorry. I think ~hat I was. 
here before this lady or gentleman. I haven't too much 
time, and I've been waiting tor quite awhile. I think 
that it will take only a few minutes tor me to buy what I 
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want• I wish that you would wait on me now~ (You wonld 
be waited. on?) Well, I think the person· who usually 
I ·. . 
comes atter you would say so. becsus~ he feels ·that it 
. ' 
he was there first he would like to be waited on. 
' ' Situation five. I'm sorry; I hQve all the things 
: ~-~, ·. . •. 
·. 
that I need. I don't want to buy anything more~ I*m 
.. 
sorry 1f you have spent the ttme, I'd probably tell her 
. . 
before 'she started showing me the thlngs; ana she oan't 
.. 
very well force me to buy anything, it I don't want it. 
· Situation six. WelL, where she got her 1nforma .... 
. . ~------- ·. . ' . 
tion to spread about me and that. if she isn•t able to 
1 • 
. reasonably prove that it1 s true, that I wish, I woUld 
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tell her. that I would appreciate it very muoh if she would 
stop ·spreading this rum.ol!'" An4 where she oould, she would 
' ·. ' 
correct it-. 
Situation seven. I would tell h~ that he had 
prom!sed me he would have them a week ago, and wish that 
. ' 
he would try to get them done in that day, and that~I'll 
. ~ . . 
I ·. be back .later that evening., 
Situation ·etgb.t ,. Well, I'll tell .b.er that I: had 
ude one and that there must have been some s11p ... up.,. 
. . . " ' .: .,. . 
'• • • ' •• ' • l ~ • . ~ • • . 
And I wish she would check an4 see if she eooitl find out 
. ' 
~y more about 1 t.~ Well, she probably will :find out that 
Mr. Irv1~ had made an;ap};'olntment and that she_ had over-
looked it; and I•a f~nally get in to see him. 
ll; 
Situation nine~ Well., I'd tell her that I was . 
. sat1sf1e~ with the way my hair,looked, and that I'd received 
I 
many comments on it, and that I didn't want to cut my hair 
: ' . ' 
or oha~e it so it wouldn't look as well as it did before. 
Situation ten •. I will explain to her why I was: 
' .......,._.,. . 
late~ If I missed the train or if I had an appointment 
with·one ot the teachers here. l'd tell her that I was 
sorry and ask her if it would·be all right for me to 
retain ~ privileges. They are very fair about it. If 
you oanit possibly get in by nine o'olook, they usually 
let.you go.the first time. 
SUBJEC'f THREE (BIGH. LEVEL OF DOMIN.ANCE) 
Situation one. AnJOne taking that seat dawn tbere? 
I't'll be all right if I so «own and take it, if there 
... ' 
· ·. 1sn' t anyone? : 
Situation· two. I~abelle, I think.I'o like to have 
you come work with us~ I think that yo~'d be happy with 
us. but z· can only pay you sixtJ"-tive cents.. But I 
think that you'd be happy there, and it would be worth 
it to you. Isabelle says, that well 1 she's sorry; but 
. . 
she's really looking tor something she l.1kes.9 She has 
to get sevent7-five cents an hour. And maybe if I talked 
to her. ~old her that we had a very nice family and that 
she'4 enjoy working for us, she might take it aD:JWQ'• 
Situation three. Well Jack. everyone thinks so 
much about this dance. Everyo~e's been planning for 1t.· 
They•ll be disappointed it they don•i come and we'd 
really.done our best. Why don't we ask someone else's 
opinion end see if they dontt agree that we should go to 
town·and do it up right. So I don't know whether Jack 
would agree with me or not, but with a little persuasion 
he might. 
Situation tour. I'm sorry; I've been waitins-
Would you mind taking this, please? (And she'll take 
it?) Yes • 
. Situation five. I'm very sorry. It's nice· or 
you to take pains to show me this, but I really am not 
interested in buying. anr cosmetics. Perhaps some other 
tlme if you oame • I woul.d be .. 
Situation~· Bello, Judy. And I'd talk to her 
about something oasual first, and then I*d' say is it 
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true • • • about me? And so, why maybe you misunderstood 
something I did .. · I'd like to expl'a1n myself better to 
you.. And then·, it she admits 1$, well, then I think 
we'd get along all right .... If she .... , I''d say, well, 
my other friends told me; perhaps·they were wrong. 
Situation seven. Well, could you possibly 4o 
them right now.· just as soon as possible, because you 
did tell me they'd be ready today and I planned on . 
wearing .them this evening... .I • a appreciate it . if 
you'd finisb them now.,· 
Situa.tion ei!ht.. Oh I'm sor·ry .... appointment 
tor this time; but,. if I didn't.. then I' 11 make another 
one ... 
_s.-.i .. tu_a;;;.;t;;..;;i..,o.n .J!!n!.. Well, if I really am intent on 
having my hair done that way. I'll say, well, maybe 
I'll try it some other time, but I'd like to have it 
this way.now. 
Situation~· I'm sorry; it was unavoidable; 
11? 
and I know that it's right that my privileges be suspended 
for the next two weeks, but I really would appreciate 1~ 
lf it could. be overlooked this time because I 1ve made so 
DlSDY nice plans and I really couldn't help getting in 
late.· 
SUBJECT FOUR t IBTERMEDIATE LEVEL OF DOMINANCE) 
Situation sn!• That's happened to me quite a few 
times.. I think I'd ask the usher- I'd say, could you 
pl~ase tell me it those s~ats are taken? Are they lett 
thel'e for someone special., because seats aren't supposed 
to be reserved. It he says that.someone is waiting for 
the seats, then x•a go wherever. there were some. 
· Situation two .. · I think I'd tell Isabelle that her 
-
qu.allfications were just what I wanted; but, due to 
circumstances, I couldn·'t pay ·m.ore than sixty-five cents 
. . 
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an hour, and if she would consid-er work1'ng for that price# 
And ~hen if my circumstances got better, I would pay ber 
seventy•five cents ·an hour, and probably even more if I 
could. Then, if she thought -eno·ugh of working tor me, 
then she would probably come. 
t Situation three. I think I d ask Jack what the 
purpose was of being eo-chairman, unless it it weren'·t to 
make the hall look as pretty as it could for the dance, 
because otherwise it wouldn't be too much of a success 
.. .. • talk to me things like that before; and, if the person 
doesn't care too much about it, the aanoe doesn't usually 
turn out too well. I • d tell him that we have to make a 
success of the dance to make the mo~ey; and it would be 
worthwhile putting in the extra time for the more elebor.-
ate decorations. And if he had any hope of having the dance 
be a success, he woul-d help with the elaborate decorations-
. Situation !2!!£. I'm. a sal~sgirl, so .I sort of 
realize that probably the_glrl tlidn~t.know .that you we:re 
. there first be:f'ore the other one" be~ause it o:f'ten' happens. 
And I'll ask her if she would please, wait on me because 
I'm in a hurry to 'catch a bus. It's happened to me~ and I 
. . 
know sometimes it seems like a blur; so you wait on the 
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first person that's near you.· Itthe·person~s in a hurry 
and·he·needs to be waited on, you wait:on him right away and 
ask the person to wait~ 
Situation five. • t·tbink probably •• • I wouldn't. 
be interested today, but some other time I may be, and if 
I ~interested, I'll iake·her name and address so that, 
if I am interested, I can let· her know about • • • because 
right no~ I have all the cosmetics that I need. Probably 
some day I will need some, and I'll be able to • 
because I like the cosmetics that she has. 
. .. 
Situation six. I'd be rather cold with her. I . 
..,___.. 
guess that's my nature, end I'd be very cold with her. 
And I don't usually ask right out about the •• but I'll 
sort of hedge around it a little bit and get talking about 
it. Then I'll say that I did ..... talking about people 
that do stuff, do talk about other people; and I'll sa~ · 
I don•t like them, tha~ I just don't have anything to do 
w1tb tb~ anymore. And she'll realize that I know. She 
will either have to retract her statements or else, I 
t . 
mean, I just won t be bothered with her • 
... 
Situation seven. I would ask bim if he would 
please have them done for the evening. They were the only. 
type or shoe that would be suitable and that I had brought 
them in a week early so that l could have them for the 
evening. And I'd ask bim if :he coUld please have them 
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tor the evening .. ; And I'd ask him. if he oould please have 
them :ready by this evening. 
Situation eisnt~· Well. I would ask the appointment 
if she ask the ..... if she woUld please,ohec.k back on· 
her records, because I had been there before and .made 
the appointment.so that I could see h~ today. And I made 
a special point of keeping track ot it in the notebook, 
so.· that I wouldn't make the mistake of coming when I 
dian't have the appointment. would she please oheok back? 
It she is any kind of a receptionist at all, she will 
remember that someone did make the appointment; and it . she 
keeps record, she should find it. And if she ooesn•t~ well, 
guess there wouldn't be too much I ooula·ao about 1t. · 
She would have made an appointment tor someone else.· and 
' ' ' I'4 have to·weit my turn. 
Situation nine. I'd tell her to go ~head·and do 
it because I'd lite to change 1J11 hair styles q_u1te abit. 
And it there's something to ·be more ·:flattering and .more . 
· bec01Ung1 I would like to try it out and see how 1t ooltles ... 
· Situation ten.. I had been wrong .in doing it when o;;;.,;;;o..........,........,....,...._ 
I had known the regqlation was n!ne.o'clock. But, if it 
were for some educational purpose, I'd tell her that I had. 
been doing it because I had probably had to go to the 
library, or something, and look up something and got 
6elayed .on the subway. and she woUld accept that. 
Situation .2!!.!~ lt he said they are taken& well. 
I Just wait in turn. lf he said they•re supposed to be 
taken but the people hadn't arrived, well 11 I'd ask why 
they would have to stay empty.. (So you would take the 
seats?) Yes" 
Situation !!2· Well, I th1Qk 1•11 look around a 
little more; and 1~ I can't find anyone else, I'll let 
you know. Then probably end up by letting her know I 
would let her do the work the way she would. 
Situation three.. Well, I think that yon sho~d 
start right 1n to help; and two shouldn't take too. long. 
We oo~d get down and start right in to work and have it 
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·· lpok elaborate. Then, whoever the people were who were 
coming to see it would re~ll:V appreciate it. If it was 
~one as quickly as poss1ble 11 ·1t would probably look tb.e.t 
way. People. wouldn't think it was worth coming for. Just 
getti~ the people to think that the committee that was 
. . 
in charge didn't. care mueh about it. (Bow will it be done?) 
Doing it elaborately. 
Situation four. Well, I was here first. Among 
your ~ustomers you should see who comes in first. I 
sb()uld think that she probably keep right on with the one 
she's waiting on. I would go to another store. 
Situation !!!!·. Well, I don't see anything right 
. ' 
now that I'm interested in; bu~, when I need any, I'll 
let you know.. And she'd probably just t,ry to sell me 
' 
something. If she saw that I really didn't want anything, 
she would probably go along her way. 
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Situation !!!· Well. I don't think I'd say anything. 
I'd wait and see how she acted first. Then, if I found 
she had said something wrong, she might, if she mentioned 
it~ why, I'd certainly ask her what had given her that idea. 
Otherwise, I think I'd just wait and see what she said 
first .. 
Situation seven.. Oh, is 1~ possible to have them 
fixed while I wait? If he said no, well, I have a little 
more shopping to do; and then I'll come baok in about 
an hour and see if they're ready then. He probably would 
have them ready• 
Situation eis!t. Whoever was here should have 
taken the message. There.1sn•t any record of it? There 
must be some mistake. Isn't there a chance of my seeing 
h~ som~time today? Frobably would be a few minutes sometime 
when she could tit. me in., 
Situation ~· Just as soon have it the way i~ 
is now, same style, because I like it this way. I'm 
used to this way, and it's been trained to go a certain 
way. She might go on trying to convince me I should have 
l.23 
it some other way. (What will the outcome be?) She· 
convineed me once, but never again. 
Situation~· 'I guess I'll just have to forfeit 
them the next two weeks.,. Let's see; one week is bet tar 
than two. Probably end up by staying in the next two 
weeks. 
SUBJECT SIX ( D~h"'BMEDIATE LEVEL OF DOMINANCE) 
Situation one. Tell the usher that I see the 
-· 
seats. I mean, that's usually the • • • then I go sit 
aown. 
Situation~· Why, I'd tell he~ the most I 
could pa7 1s sixty-five cents; ~nd I think that she's 
just the one I'm looking for; and I think she'd like 
the work. I'd tell her I think she'd like the work, I 
mean. if that's what she's looking for, and try to 
convinee her. (What will bappen?) Well, she might. 
accept. She woUld .. 
Situation three. Why, I'd say that maybe the 
dance would be a better success it we did it the other 
way, and that it wouldn't be-too muc~ work. It might 
't)e tun, and, well, I think it'd be better the other way,. 
Be may not think so, but • • • may not agree. Might have 
an argument. (What will happen?} It all depends on him. 
CoUldn't we compromise? 
_s .... tt -ua;;;;;;:;..;t;;;;;:i;;;:;.o;;;;n !ru!!:.· I thitlk I was ·next. (What wi'll 
she do?) It depends on her• She'll go right on wa.i:ting 
on the other oustome~. 
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Situation five. -I'm sorry. everything's very nioe,-
but I have no use for it. I dontt need tt. I just 4on•t 
want to buy any. 
S1 tua tion six. Well* I' a ask -her why sbe 's doing 
it. Tell her it's not true and she knows it; and I don't 
· know what_ she has against me, but it's not true what she's 
saying. I aon't-want people thinking something was wrong. 
· Situation seven. He's probably busy~ very busy. 
Maybe he didn't have t~e. 1 would be disappointed 
though.· •• because he's the cobbler .. (Will you Just 
leave then?) I have to. 
Situa~ion e1snt. Say on such and such a day she 
made an appointment tor me.. I know she dia.. I ean 
remember probably. I'd say I woulan•t come here tor 
nothing. I don't ,know what I'd do, though. Maybe, she'll 
fix it up so he can get me in. 
Situation nine. I'll trN it • 
. . .............. 
Situation ten. ~ell her whJ I was late. Try to 
- .,..._,_._ . 
make an SltCUse; and I,.· don't know; maybe if the next two 
weeks were tmport~nt. I wouldn't do that. stay .out late: 
if I'm not supposed to. unless it was something entirelr 
out of my control. Two weeks is a lons time. Probably have 
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to stay in for the next two weeks ... 
SUBJECT SI!.'VEN .(LOW LEVEL OF DOMINANCE) 
_s,;::,1.;:;.;tu:.;a ... t--=i;.;;:;o.-n one~ I think I • a ask to see the seats~ 
You see, I wo:ek in a theatre ... · The pmcture would be almost 
o~er; Jae'd be asking to stay behi,nd, walt until the next 
. . • ,.·. ' I • 
' . 
craw4 comes out. So·I•d probably. if 1 realize that, I 
. . . . . . 
would wait to en3oy the_second .... 
Situation .!!2.~ Well, 1f. I really explained and 
she couldn't de it for less. than seventy-five cents• 
. . 
I think I'd simply s.t.a·te to her the fact that I can 
only give her ••• all X could pay at the most.. Or, it 
I though~ that she were an exceptionally capab1e women~ 
I think I probably waUl~. I•u try to meet her demands 
rather than remain at six.ty-i"ive cents. Unless,. it· she 
. was exceptionally cap~ble woman ... ~ :r realize I ·couldn't 
find anything else. · 
·Situation three. I want to have the room ornate. 
' I probably would want 1 t ~or· the reason that I wanted to 
get an atmosphere :for the dance that .we were putting on.-
If it were, sa~$ a Valent~e*s dance. that'd be elaborate. 
I mean· in the sense that it 'WOuld portray the date it was 
bal,n$ held on. Suppose if I was argumentative. I probably 
would annoy-you very· much; and I think X would just state 
' . 
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my reasons for it. I wouldn't wa~t to argue about it. 
Suppose I was determineat I think probably I would get my 
' way; but it I weren,t, I don't think I ever make an argu-
ment. (What will the outcome be?) More then likely;. he 
would get his way • 
. :,...· 
.. s.i .... t ... u;;::;;a-.t,;;;;.io..,n_ four·.t. If z·was rushed, I'd walk out and 
say nothing. 
Situation five. I'd just tell her that, that·I 
couldn't buy anything. 
Situation six~ I think I would question her 
................................ -....._ 
openly about it when I met her and ask her it she knew. 
anything about it. And I think ••• be a little more 
persistent and ··tall her· that I heard things directly, 
that she was spreading it. And if she. denied !t again~ 
of course I would drop it there. I wouldn't want to 
push it any further. 
Situation seven. I would ·explain the situation 
_to him, thet I planned to wear them ~hat night. I'd coma 
and get them 1n an hour. 
Situation _!!1Sht. I made an appointment. {What will 
happen?) She'll say I dian't so I'll have to make another 
one ... 
Situation .nine.. I think I'd be hesitant about do1ng 
" 
1 t. Yes, I would try it. I would let her go ahead with 
1t, providing it wasn't too radical. 
'' 
Situation ten~ If.I was human, I probably try 
to. rationalize, (What will the outcome be~) Well,. I 
have no doubt. I think if she were a housemother 1 she 
must be pretty shrewd as far as girls go • 
.;;;;S=i.-.tu=a;;.;t;.;;;i=on=· .!!!!!!· At first I'Ci tell· him that :r•a 
seen the seats and ask htm if they could, if we could 
sit in them or 1f they were reserved • • "' (What will the 
outcome be?) Well, if he has a reason, well, then I'd 
go back to seats that were empty. 
Situation~- I•d explain that I'm paying only 
sixty-five and try to come to some terms with her. And 
if not, then I'd ha~e to let her go if X oouldn•t come to 
&117 terms~ 
Situation three. I'd explain how we could make 
.1t more beaut1tu1·w1th perhaps not very mach work anyhow~ 
And .. • • more pleasant for everyone to do our best 1n . 
making it elaborate.. (What will happen?) Well, that's 
happenea to me. Usually they agree. 
Situation four. Nothing. I*d wait until she was 
through. 
Situation five.. I'd tell her ;that I dontt usually 
use them anyhow or that z am never ln a position to buy 
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anything much anyhow, unless I need it; and if I needed 
1t, I wouldn't·wait tor a salesman to come, 
Situation six~ Well• if it's something that she 
1s known for doing to other people too, I'd probably. 
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ana it I was sure that she had said it, I'd probably 
mention it to her and ask her why she had said that. Ask 
her; 1f I liked her very much. I ~ght not mention it at 
all. I don•t know what I'd do really. 
Situation seven.. I ask him if he could have them 
ready for that night. And~: anyhow • I: mean that has happened 
. 
to me; and usually they try to do it right then and there. 
And if not,. there isn't ~nything I could say to him, exoept 
to let it go and come back some other day. (What will 
happen?) I'll go back some other day. 
Situation e1sJ!t. Well, I'd 8Dtplaln that I had made 
. 
the appo1ntment. Then. if she bel1eve4 me, then 1 1 4 see 
bJ.m then, if he weren't busy. If not. I'd oome back later 
after making an appointment at that time. (What will 
happen?) Oh, I'll make another appointment. 
Situation nine. If I could afford it, I'd let her 
try 1t. 
Situation !!m• I'd agree with her and tell her why, 
1f Z had a good reason. :I'd tell her why anyhoW and settle 
with her there. as 1t would. be' in ell cases whenever one is 
late on a week night, and I'd stay in the next· two weeks. 
SUBJECT NINE (LOW LEVEL OF ·DOMINANCE} 
Situation one. Aren•t there some seats down 
' • . .....,...._. ·. ~ l 
" . 
there? And if he answers tliey are reserved, I'll say • 
• ' i 
well~ I'm sorry; in that case, I'll go upstairs. ~hank 
l 
you. 1:•11 go upstairs • 
.;:;.S.::;.it.;;.;u;;::a;::.;t;;.;:;i;;.;:;o.-n .!!2• Isabelle~ I wish that JOU would 
reeonslder;.and I'll·make.your stay in my home very· 
pleasant, because you seem to be just the sort of person 
> ' 
that I would like to have work for me. You have been 
.. . 
told about 9 •• raise your pay to seventy-tive an hour. 
{Do you think she'll take it?) :r hope she'd take it. 
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Situation three~ Oh, Jack, I'd rather do it the 
best ••• I'll do most of it. I Just want Jour cooper-
ation. And then Jack will say okay and be eonv1ncea. and 
we'll do_it together my way. 
Situation tour. I wouldn't say anything in that 
case. I'd Just leave. 
·situation five. I don't seem to ..... in tact, I 
use a complete brand of my own; but I'll try this lipstiek; 
aild ~'11 buy a tube of lipstick. J: think, something small. 
Situation!!!!~ J:~ll aet· as I or41narily would. I'd 
3ust say hel.lo ana bow are you; and in both our presenee I'd 
tell her what I thought of 1t. I mean, I'd ask her 'Wh7 she 
mentioned, you know. that t~1ng; and I'd explain 1t. if she 
were wrong; but if she were right, ;•a 3ust take it. 
( 
Situation seven. If you could get them done. I•d 
be very glao; but lf you can't. I•ll have to do without; 
and I'l1 come ln tomorrow or the next day and .get them. .. 
And I'd leave. and come back the next day. 
Situation ei@~• .J:'tve already called and made an 
appointillent tor su.ch.and suob a time; and, it he isn't 
abl~ to see me today • would you put me down for a time 
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that he oould see me? And I'd have her made the appointment. 
Situation nine. Itd tell her to go ahead and trJ 
it, on the risk if I G.icln't like it she'd have to do it 
ove:r again~ 
Situatioa ten. I realize I should have been in at 
= ........... ~ ............. -
nine, ·but.well, I'd give her the excuse, the right excuse; 
' . ' and, if she thought it were legitlmate ana that I oouldn t 
have been 1n at nine, she'd let m.e·go out the next·two 
weeks. 4~d thank her very much. But, 1f she sai4 that I 
knew ·x had to be 1n at nine and I wouldn',t be able to go 
out the next two weeks, 1•11 just grin and bear it. (What 
will happen?) I woulcln' t be able to go out the next t.wo 
weeks• 
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QUALI'fATIVE ANALlSIS . 
OF R!SPONSES 
SUBCl'ECT 1 
SI'l'UATION LEVEL OF DOMIRART 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
COMPOSITE LEVEL 
OF DotaRANCE 
BEHAVIOR 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
2 
6 
6 
6 
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SITUATION 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
SUBJECT 2 
LEVEL OF DOliiN.A:ft 
BEHAVIOR 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
4 
6 
6 
6 
- COMPOSITE LEVEL ;s 
. OF DOMINANCE 
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SI'fUA'fiON LEVEL OF DOMINANT BEHAVIOR 
1 6 
.2 
' 
' 
6 
... 
4 
' 
' 
6 
6 6 
1 6 
8 1 
9 6 
10 6 
COMPOSITE LEVEL 5S OF DOMINANCE 
SI'liJA'l'IOR LEVEL OF DOMINANT 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
COMPOSITE LEVEL 
OF DOMINANCE 
BEHAVIOR 
2 
6 
6 
6 
6 
s 
4 
2 
1 
6 
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SUBJBO'l' 5 . 
SITUATION LEVEL Olf DOMINANT BlmAVIOR 
l 6 
2 6 
3 6 
4 s 
' 
6 
6 ; 
7 4 
8 4 
9 6 
10 l 
COMPOSIIfE L:BVEL 
OF DOMINANCE· 49 
1)7 
SUBJEC'l 6 
Sl'l'UATIOB LEVEL OF DOMINANT BEHAVIOR 
l 6 
2 6 
3 4 
4 1 
s 6 
6 6 
7 2 
8 6 
9 1 
10 2 
COMPOSITE LEVEL · 
OF DOMINANCE 40 
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SUB1ECT 1 
' : 1 • 
SITUAfiON 
l 
2 
) 
4 
; 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
SUBJECTS 
LEVEL OF DOMINANT 
BEHAVIOR 
2 
; 
6 
1 
6 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
COMFOSITE LEVEL 
OF DO~rtNANCE 30 
139 
SUBJECT 9 
SITUATION LEVEL OF DOMINANT 
l 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
COMPOSITE LEVEL 
OF DOMINANCE 
BEHAVIOR 
2 
6 
6 
; 
l 
6 
l 
l 
l 
2 
31 
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SUBlECT 1 
• · Gtwi4ATICAL CATEGORY SITUA'liOli 'l'O'i'AL 1 2 ) 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 
T SUB- BARRIER (.1) 2 2 4 2 3 4 2·: 5 0 1 25 R 
A JECW .. NON ... BAR; ( 2) 4 6 6 1 2 NV · 3 6 3 6 3 40 
6 E Dm-. BARRIER (3) 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
. ~ ~ OBJ.: NON-BAB-.(4} 2 s , 1 ) 4 5 6 6 3 40 
I IND. BARRIER { S J 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 . _- 0 1 v 
. OBJ._ NON-BAR.(.6) . E 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 l . 0 0 l 
I s 
N u BARBIER (7) 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 
'fVB 
REI 
ARE 
NBC NON-BAR .. (S) 4 1 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 l 15 
s .. '1' 
p s 
A u BAlmiER (9} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SVB 
S E J 
J:RE 
VBC NOH-BAll. ( 10) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
E 'l 
A s 
D. t1 BARRIER { 11) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 JOB 
EFJ 
c E 
T. c RON-BAR. ( 12) 4 0 2 3 2 
' 
0 l 1 l 17 
'Z 
NUMB~ OF WORDS { l)} 40 56 ss·24 41 57 ;2 ;o 45 36 456 
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SUBJECT . 2 
• SI'l'UA'.f.'ION GRAMMATICAL CATEGOBY 1 2 3 4 ; 6 7 g 9 10 TOTAL 
'!' SuB· B~I-ER {1} ·4 4 7 0 3 :; 3 4 0 1 30 R 
A JEOT- HON-BAR.(2) 3 2 . 710 s 4 2 4 4 6 . 47 
NV 
. s E DIR. 'BAP.tiiER {3) . .0 o· 0 0 0 o· 0 0 -0 0 0 
_·; : OBJ • NON-BAR~ (4) 4 4 7 4 ? 4 2 4 3 2 u 
l: IND. BARRIER .{5) 2 1 l 0 1 l l l. 1 3 12 v 
·E . OBJ. NON-BAR .. (6) 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 
I s 
N u BARRIER (1) 
T V.B 0 
0 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 6 
. R E J 
:_ARE . 
_'NBC NON-BAR.{S) 2 l 1. 5 2 1 1 1 3 ) 20 
. s. T 
p s 
A u BABRIER (9} 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 S V.B 
SEJ 
IRE NON-BAR .. ( 10) l 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 2 V B.C 
'E T 
A s 
.D u BARRIER ( 11) 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 JOB 
EFJ 
c. E NON;_ BAR·. (12} 2 1 1 2 2 1 0 2 l 2 14 T. c· 
.. 
-·rr· 
NUMBER OF WORDS { 13) ·;:; 61 84 83 S1 53 38 63·48 73 613 
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SUBJECT 3 
GRAMMATICAL CATEGORY SITUATION TOTAL 1 2 3 4 ; 6 7 8 9 10 
T sUB~ BARRIER ( 1) · 0 ; 3 2 2 ·1 '3 0 0 l 17 R 
A JECT NON-BAR.(2) · 2 8 6 0 1 
NV. 
6 2 l ; 5 36 
S E DIR. BARRIER (3) 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 1 
; : OBJ:. NON-BAR. { 4) 2 5 3 1 3 ) 4 2 1 3 2'1 
I IND. BARRIER { 5) 0 ) 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 6 v 
OBi. NON-BAR~·( 6) E 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 3 
I s 
N u BARRIER ( 7) 0 4 3 1 1 l 0 0 0 0 10 TVB 
REJ 
ARE NO~-BAR.(8) 2 NBC l 4 1 0 3 1 l 0 .1 14 
·s. T 
p s 
A u BARRIER {9) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SVB 
SEJ 
IRE 
NO .. BAR. ( 10) 
·VB C 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 2 
:E T 
A s 
D u BABRIER ( ll.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.J 0 B 
EFJ 
c E NON-BAR.{l2) 6 ~- c 1 1 ; l 0 2 1 1 3 21 T 
' . ' . 
BIL'MBER OF WORDS (13) 23 100 78 14 )6 71 41 19 '' '' 470 
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SUBJECt.f 4 
GRA&A'i'IOAL CATEGORY SITUA'fiOB TOTAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 s 9 10 
'f SUB-. BARRIER ( 1) 2 2 4 
' 
1 2 2 1 0 1 26 R 
A JEOT NOR-BAR.(2) 3 s 6 4 7 10 410 4 4 57 BV · 5 S E l>IR. BABRIER ( 3) 1 0 0 0 l. 2 0 1 0 0 
; : OBiT._: NON-l!AR.(4) 0 s 6 ) S·7 3 12 4 3 48 
l: IND. BARRIER ( S) 0 2 2 1 0 0 2 o. 1 1 9 v OBiT.· 
E · HON-BAR.(o) 2 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
I s 
N u BARRIER (7) 0 l 1 0 1 0 0 l 0 0 4 TVB 
REJ 
ARE 
BON-:BAR. ( 8) 
. N B 0 4 3 8 1 4 s 2 2 3 ; 4) 
s. cr 
p s 
A u BARRIER f9) . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SVB 
SEJ 
IRE NON-.BAR. ( 10) 3 0 0. 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 VBC 
E T 
A s 
D t1 BABRIER {11). 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J'OB 
EFJ 
c E BON.;...BAR.(l2) 6 '1' •. c 1 l s l. 0 2 1 1 3 21 
'i' 
NUMBER OF WORDS (13) 62 73 132 102 72 113 49 ~35 4S 61 844 
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SUBJECT.$ 
} GRAMMATICAL CATEGORY SITUATION CJ!OfrAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 .? 8 9 10 
cr· 
SUB-. BARRIER ( 1) 2 1 1 2 2 
' 
2 1 2 0 16 
·R 
A JEC'f NON-BAR.(2} 2 5 4 1 s 8 2 4 1 2 )4 m v · 
6 S E DIR. BARRIER (3) 0 3 l 0 1 0 0 l 0 0 
. ··~ : OBl.-: NOH~BAR.(4) l 2 6 1 6 s 3 '2 6 1 .)) 
. . 
I IND ~ BARBIER ( 5) 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
'·V OBJ<t· . . 
'.E NOB-BAR. ( 6) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
I s 
N u(. 
'l VB· BARRIER (7) 0 0 4 1 1 l 0 0 1 0 8 
REJ 
ABE 
RON-BAR • ( 8)·· 2 110. 3 0 BBC a· 4 4 l.. ) :;o 
s. 'l 
p s 
A u BARBIER (9) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. S VB 
SEl 
·IRE NOR-!AR.(lO) 2 VBO 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
E· T 
A s 
D u BARRIER ( 11) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 0 0 JOB 
EFJ 
e E 
T •. C NON-BAR~.{ 12} 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 4 0 1· l.i 
'i' 
NUDER OF WORDS {l.)} 39 42 94 37 50 ss ;;s 43 ;6 37 494 
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SUBJECT 6 
GRAMMATICAL CATEGORY SI'fUA'!'ION l 2 :3 4 ;. 6 7 8 9 10 TOTAL 
cr 
. R SUB·: BARRIER ( l.} 0 ) 2 0 0 2 l 2 0 0 10 
A JEOT NON-BAR.(2) 2 7 4 1 3 7 0 6 1 4 35 
NV . 
S E DIR •. BARRIER ( 3 j 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 
I R oa... · 
'1' B DU .. NON-BAR. (4) 1 4 2 0 ) 6 1 5 l 2 25 
i IND. BAlmiER ( 5) . l 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 6 
E OBJ • NON-BAR.{6) 0 ·0 ·0 · 0 0 0 · 0 0 0 · 0 0 
I S 
N U 
'l' iJ' B BABBIER .(7) . 0 ) 3 l. 0 0 2 1 0 0 lO 
REJ 
ARE N B c NON-BAR.{S) 3 4 6 2 2 ) 1 2 0 6 29 
s. 'l 
p s 
A U 
SVB 
SECT 
IBE 
V· B C 
E \' 
BARRIER {9) 
NON-BAB. (10) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
A S 
D . ·lJ 
J. 0 B BARRIER {ll.) 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 · 0 0 0 
EFJ 
0 
l 
C. E 
T. C NON-BAR. ( 12) 0 2 S 1 2 3 0 0 0 4 1? 
*.1! 
NUMBER OF WORDS {1.3) 19 67 67 19 27 48 25 S2 4 6) )91 
T . . 
B suB':'" BARRIER ( 1) 
·.·A . JECT' NON-BAR·. ( 2) NV . • 
S E DIR. BARRIER ( 3) 
. 'i ~- OBJ. NON-BAR. { 4) 
; IND.- BARRIER ( 5) 
· E. OBZ • NoN.;..BAR.(6} 
I S 
N ·U 
'1' V-B 
BE J 
ARE 
BBO 
. s. '! 
p s 
AVV 
· S E .B 
~·s R tr 
<.I BE 
V G 
E- . 'f 
A S 
BARRIER (7) 
NON-BAR.(8} 
BABRIEB (9) 
NON-BAR~ ( 10) 
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SUBJECT 1 
SIWATION 
l · 2 ) 4 S 6 1 8 · 9 10 'l?OO'AL 
'l . 1. 1 0 0 3 0 1 1 ' 0 
) .914. 1 2 1 3 2 2 3 
0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 
4 4 10 L 2 6 3 2 1 2 
0200121001 
o o ·o o o o o o o o 
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
5 3 6 1 0 0 1 l 2 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 
46 
4 
3S 
1 
0 
11 
. 20 
0 
1 
~ 0 : . BABRIER ( 11) 2 0 . 0 0 ·o 0 0 0 0 2 4 
EFJ' 
C E 
1'. C NON-BAR.(12) ) 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 2 1 ,14 
'I' 
NUMBER OF WORDS {l.)) 51 8) 22 11 12 65 24 18 28 31 345 
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.. GRAMMATICAL CATEGORY SI'fUATION TOTAL l 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 
:T SUB- . BARRIER ( l) l 0 l 0 0 2 )·l 1 0 9 
·R 
~ V lEOT.NoN-BAR.(2) 3 s 3 
' 
; 6 4 4 2 3 40 
s E DIR. BARRIER ( 3) 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 i ~ OBl.: NON-BAR.f4l 3 1 l 5 4 4 ) 4 2 l 2S 
. :. I: IND.;. ·BARRIER ( 5) 2 0 0 1 l 3 2 0 0 2 11 v OBtr ... NON-IW' .( 6) 
-E 0 0 l 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
I s 
ti u. BARRIER (7) 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 TVB 
REJ 
ARE 
WBC NON-BAR. ( 8) 3 2 2 2 l 1 3 1 0 2 11 
s. 'f 
P· 8 
A u BARRIER (9) 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 l 
-S VB 
SEJ' 
IRE NON•BAR.(lO} 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 v·s c 
E T 
A 8 
D u BARRIER (ll.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 l CTOB 
EFJ 
0 E 
'!'. c BOB-BAR. (12} 0 0 l 1 1 2 l 0 0 0 6 
T 
NUMBEB OF WORDS ( 13) 46 33 40 8 43 6? 62 46 11 50 406 
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SUBJEC'f 9 
GRAMMATICAL CATEGORY SITUATION TOTAL 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 
T 
SUB- . BARRIER ( l} 1 1 2 0 0 l l 2 l 3 12 R 
: V JEC~ NON-BAR.(2) 2 s 4 1 ) 6 2 4 2 5 )4 
S E DIR. BARRIER . ( 3) l 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 .) 
· ; : OBJ .• NON-:-BAR.(4} 0 4 5 l 4 s 3 4 4 3 3) 
···x IND ... BARI{IER ( S) o.o 0 0 0 0 0 0 s l 6 v OBJ. . . 
E " .NON-BAR. ( 6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 
I s 
N u BARRIER (7) 0 2 0 0 0 1 l 0 0 0 10 .'J.'VB 
R E J 
ARE 
·.NBC ;NON-BAR.(S) 4 0 0 l 1 4.4 l 0 1 22 
s. 'r 
p s 
A· u BARRIER (9) 0'1 'l ·0 0 ·0 0 0 0 0 2 SVB 
SEZ 
IRE 
NON-BAR .. (lO} VBC l 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
E T 
.. 
.. 
A s 
.D. u B.ARRIER ( 11) 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 JOB 
EFJ 
c E . 
'f. .c NON-BAR (12) l 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 4 
'l 
N'OMBER OF WORDS' (13) 34 ;; )7 12 )) 62 45 45 27 100 4SO 
APPENDIX D 
. QUALITA'fiVE ANAL!SIS 
OF RESPONSES BY 
FOUR INDEPENDENT JUDGERS 
1;2 
JUDGER 1 
SUBJECT SITUA'.riON 
.1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 
l 2 
' 
2 
' ' 
3 2 3 3 2 
2 2 ) 2 3 3 l 2 3 3 3 
3 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 1 2 2 
4 3 3 2 2 ) 2 2 2 1 2 ; 3 2 3 1 2 1 3 2 3 1 
6 3 3 2 1 3 3 l 2 1 1 
1 1 2 2 l 2 3 2 2 1 2 
8 2 2 3 1 3 2 2 2 1 1 
9 2 3 3 l l 2 l 2 1 2 
10 l 
' 
2 3 3 2 2 2 1 :; 
11 3 2 2 1 l 2 3 2 2 2 ..-
12 3 3 2 2 1 3 3 1 1 l 
13 
' 
2 2 3 
' 
3 
' 
3 1 2 
14 2 2 2 1 3 l 2 2 2 2 1; 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 3 2 
16 2 2 2 1 3 1 1 2 l 1 
17 ) 2 2 2 3 1 3 2 2 1 
18 3 2 2 1 
' 
l 2 2 3 2 
19 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 ·1 1 
20 3 1 1 3 3 1 2 1 2 1 
21 2 3 1 l 2 2 3 2 3 2 
22 3 3 3 1 
' ' 
2 3 1 
' 23 3 2 2 3 ) 2 1 1 2 2 24 1 3 3 2 3 
' 
2 2 2 2 
2S 2 2 1 l 3 1 2 l 3 2 
26 3 2 2 l 3 :3 2 2 l. il 
27 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 l. 2 2 
28 1 2 2 l 3 3 2 2 2 2 
29 2 2 3 1 3 l 3 2 2 1 
30 2 2 3 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 31 3 2 3 2 3 l 2 2 2 1 
32 2 3 2 2 3 ) 3 2 2 2 )) 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 1 l 
34 l. 2 2 1 3 3 3 2 2 2 
35 3 2 3 1 3 1 2 l 1 1 )6 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 2 1 2 
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JUDGER 2 
SllBlEC'.r SITUA«f'ION 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 
1 2 3 2 :; 3 3 2 3 :; 2 
2 2 3 :; 3 3 
' 
2 3 3 3 
3 2 :; 2. 3 2 3 3 l 2 2 
4 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 l 2 
s ) 2 3 2 2 l ) ) 3 1 
6 3 3 2 1 3 3 1 2 1 1 
7 2 2 2 1 3 3 3 2 1 1 
8 2 2 3 ·1 3 2 2 2 1 1 
9 2 3 3 l l 3 1 2 1 2 
10 1 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 
' 11 3 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 12 3 3 3 2 1 3 2 l 1 1 
13 2 2 2 l 3 3 3 3 1 2 
14 2 2 ) 1 3 3 2 2 2 2 
15 3 2 2 1 :; 2 2 l 3 2 
16 2 2 l 1 3 l 2 2 1 1 
17 3 3 2 2 3 l 3 2 2 1 
18 3 2 2 1 
' 
1 2 1 3 2 
19 3 2 3 3 :; 3 2 3 1 1 
20 3 1 1 3 ) 1 3 2 2 l 
21 l ) 1 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 
22 l ) l 2 :; 3 1 3 1-.. 3 
2) 3 2 2 3 2 2 l. 1 2 2. 
24 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 1 2 
25 2 2 1 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 
26 3 2 2 1 3 3 2 2 1 1 
27 1 3 2 3 3 3 2 1 2 2 
28 1 2 2 1 2 3 3 2 2 2 
29 2 2 3 1 2 l. 2 2 2 1 
30 2 2 3 1 3 1 1 2 1 l 
31 3 2 3 2 3 1 2 2 2 1 
32 2 2 2 2 3 3 ) 2 2 2 
33 1· 2 3 2 3 2 3 1. 1 1 
'34 1 2 2 2 3 3 ) 3 2 2 3S 3 2 2 l 3 l. 2 l l. 1 )6 l 1 2 2 1 3 2 1 1 ) 
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. SUBJ'ECT SI'rUATION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
.l 2 3 2 ) 3 3 2 3 3 2 
2 2 
' 
3 3 ) 3 .2 3 l. :; 
3 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 1 2 2 
4 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 l 2 
5 2 2 3 2 2 1 :; 2 2 1 
6 3 
' 
2 l 3 .3 1 ) l 2 
? 2 3 2 2 .) 3 2 2 2 2 
8 2 l .3 l. 2 2 2 2 l 1 
9 2 2 .3 2 l 2 1 2 2 2 
10 2 3 2 3 
' 
2 2 2 1 3 
ll 2 2 2 1 1 2 ) 3 2 2 
12 z 2 3 2 2 :; 3 1 1 1 13 ) 3 2 3 3 :; 3 3 2 2 
14 2 2 ) 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 15 2 2 2 1 3 2 :; 1 3 2 16 2 2 2 1 :; 1 2 2 1 1 
17 3 2 2 2 ~ i :; 2 2 l 18 2 3 2 1 1 ) 2 2 2 
19 3 2 
' 
3 
' 
) 2 3 l 2 
20 2 l l 3 3 1 3 2 2 l 
21 2 :; 1 2 2 2 :; 1 2 2 
22 
' 
3 3 2 3 ) 1 3 l 2 
23 3 2 2 3 3 2 l l. 2 l 
24 2 3 3 2 ~ 3 ) 2 2 2 25 3 2 1 1 1 :; 1 3 2 
26 3 3 2 1 
' 
) 2 ) 1 1 
27 2 ) 2 :; 3 2 2 2 2 2 
28 2 2 2 l 3 3 3 2 2 2 29 3 2 ) l 3 .1 3 2 2 1 )0 2 3 3 1 .:; 1 1 2 1 l 31 3 2 
' 
2 ) 1 2 2 3 2 32 :; 3 2 2 ) 3 3 2 2 2 
33 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 
34 2 2 2 2 2 f 3 :; 1 2 35 3 2 3 1 ~ 2 1 2 1 36 l 2 2 2 3 2 2 1 2 
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JUDGER 4 
SUBlfE05! SI'lUAC:ION 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 
1 2 3 .3 3 3 3 1 3 ) 2 
2 3 ) 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 
3 3 3 2 3 3 3 ) 2 3 3 
4 2 2 2 ) 2 2 ) 2 .1 2 
' 
2 2 ., 2 3 ~ 3 2 :; l 
6 3 3 2 l ) 3 1 2 l 1 
7 2 3 3 1 3 3 3 2 1 l 
8 2 2 3 1 3 2 2 2 l l 
9 2 3 3' 1 1 3 2 2 1 2 
10 2 3 2 3 3 l 2 2 1 3 
11 2 2'· 2 1 1 3 2 . 2 2 2 
.12 2 3 3 2 1 :; :; 1 1 1 13 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 .. 3 2 ) 
14 2 2 3· 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 l.S 3 2 2 1. 3 3 2 1 3 2 
16 3 2 3 l 3 1 2 2 l 1 17 2 2 3 2 3 1 3 2 2 1 
18 2 2 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 2 
19 '3 2 3 3 ., 3 2 ·3 1 1 
·20 3 l 1 3 3 l 3 1 2 .1 
21 ;l 3 1 l .2 2 3 l 3 2 
22 3 ) 3 2 3 3 2 ) 1 3 
2) 3 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 2 l 
24 ·l 3 3 2 3 ) 3 1 1 2 
25 '2 2 l l 3 1 ) 1 3 2 
26 3 2 2 l ) 3 2 2 l. 1 
27 1 ) 2 3 3 3 2 1 2 2 
28 1 2 2 1 ) 3 ·3 2 2 2 
29 2 2 3 l 3 l 2 2 2 2 
)0 2 2 3 1 
' 
l l 2 1 1 
31 3 2 3 2 3 1 2 3 3 1 )2 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 .2 3 
33 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 l 2 
34 1 2 2 1 .) 3 3 3 2 2 
:;; 3 2 2 l :; l. 2 2 1 1 
]6 2 1 2 2 l 3 2 2 1 3 
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The problem ot the present resGal."Oh was to ·examine · 
quantitatively oerta1ngrammat1oal oe.tegor1es as measures 
of an attitud-e, ·namely,: degree of do.ud.nanoe. This problem 
grew out of t~e general theory that there is a close rela-
tionship between language and personality. Relevant 
exper'iments are o1 ted. Since the t.lissertatioa entailed the· 
quantitative analysis of grammatical oonstruotiona, a more 
thorough survey of work dealing with the quantitative analysis 
ot language is undertaken~ 
Various theorists' viewpoints on the place of 
dominance in their conceptual schema of personality are 
reviewed. The importance of dominane.e as a pereonali ty 
variable is here stressed.. EXperimental studies on dominanee 
on the 1nf:rahuman and human levels are oi ted •' From these and 
other theorists• viewpoints~ the following definition of 
dominance 1s offered: an attitude which 1s inferred from 
oertain types ot behavior. For example.- if person A, aiming 
toward goal A but prohibited by a barrier.- person Bi who is 
himself directed toward goal B, continues on his original 
pathway,- manipulates person B in some way, and reaches his 
own goa~ A,· then person A is e:a:h1 b1 ting very dominant behav-
ior; and it is interred that he has a high level of dominance. 
On the other hand, if person A relinquishes his goal A and 
adopts goal B, he 1s exhibiting the least dominant behaviorJ 
164 
and it 1a inferred that he has a low level of dominance. 
*!'he above two l~vels are defined as beins·on opposite ends 
of a hierarch)'~· From this general format teur levels ot 
dominant behavior were delineated. 
In order to conduct the present research, it was 
neeessary to formulate a working hypothesis concerning the · 
relationship of dominance to language. The survey. of 
·previous experiments and related literature did not supply 
suttio1ent cues for this purpose. It was feasible, therefore, 
to carry out an exploratory study preliminary .to the main 
research. 
For the exploratory study* five tamale students, who 
were non-·Engl1sh majors 'Snd of non .. bilingual background, 
were used as subjects. The stimuli• presented in serial 
order to each student sepa~ately consisted of eight situa-
tions pro3eetive in nature. All were so constructed that 
each contained a barrier (a person) blocking a stated goal 
of the subject. Ideas for the situations were sought tor 
in the! nature of the questions asked in the Aecendance-
Submission Reaction Stud;y; by Gordon W.. Allport and Floy-d 
lt. Allport. The response from each su'b3eot waes recorded ait.d 
later analysed qual1tat1velr and quantltat1vely.. The quali- .. 
tative aaalys1s yielded scores representing the various 
levels of dominant behavior~ In the quantitative analysis; 
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various ·functional grammatical categories were oounte4 and 
converted into ratio scores. ·A composite level of dominance 
score, the sum of the quantitative scores for each situation, 
was ·computed tor each subject. This was correlated with 
each of the various srammatioal category scores mentioned 
above~ Many ot the correlations were high, though 1ns1sn1fi-
oant. ~he grammatical categories involved in the relatively 
hlp correlations were considered as aspects of language 
conceivably related to dominance .. , 'l'he following working 
hypotheses were arrived at: {1) an individual wltll a high 
score on the dominance hierarchy will use the barrier as the 
sub3eot of intransitive verbs more often than a person with 
a lower score;· (2) all 1nd1v1dual with· 8 hish score oa the· 
4om1uanee hierarchy will use the barrier as tbe subject ot 
transitive verbs more otten .. than· a person wi;th a lower 
score; (3)·an individual with a h1Sh score on the dominance 
hierareh~ will use the barr~er lees often as the sub3ect of 
passive verbs than a person with 1:1 lower soore; (4) an 
1nd1v1dual with a high score on the dominance hierarchy will 
use things other than the barrier more. often as direot 
objeets than a person with a lower score; (;) an individual 
with 8 hlsh score on the dominance hierarchy will use 
th1nse other than the barrier more often as indirect. obJects 
than a person with a lower soore; and (6) an !nd1v1dual with 
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a high score on ~he dominance h1erarchy,will modify the 
subject, wb.en it 1s tbe barrier, more ()ftentllan a person 
'With a lower score. 
The main experiment was then undertaken to test the 
above hypotheses. Thirty-six etuclents were_ used es ·subjects. 
The des1sn ancl procedure were identical to. those in the 
preJ..1m1nary experiment. The responses of each eubj ect were 
subjected, as before, to both qualitative· and quantitative 
analyses. In addition, a discriminant analysis was made of 
the qualitative data. Scores thus obtained were correlated. 
Three of the correlations (those testing hypotheses one, 
three, and four) were s1gn1f1oant at the one per cent level; 
one (that testing hypothesis five) was significant at the 
tive per cent level; and two (those testing hy~othases two and 
six) were non-s1gn1f1oant. 
An attempt was made to "explain" the results obtained. 
Kreoh and Orutohtield•s theoretical approach was utilized. 
An attitude is oonoeptual1sed as a relatively enduring state 
of tension which arises from the organization ot the various 
systems in the peyoholog1oal field. It 1s concerned with 
some speo1i1c object. This object 1s perceived as demending 
some type of action on the part of the individual. This 
demand for action 1s the actual tension system. that seeks· 
reduction through behavior. Dominance, as an attitude, 1s 
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concerned w!th e specific object, namely. the barrier. The 
way in whio.b the barrier 1e perceived is determined by· t-he 
level. ot dominance. The perception of the barrier entails 
some kind ot demand for aotion on the part ot the 1nd1vldual. 
The·demand for action is greater. the greater the degree ot , 
dominance. 
'··· 'l'he tension (demand for action) 1s oustomar1ly reduoed 
by behavior. that is~ man1pul~t1ng tbe barrier. In speech, 
manipulation ot the·ba~rier occurs in t~e tor~ of grammatical 
manipulation ·of worda representing the barrier. 'Rhus ·speecb, 
as a special form of behavior, is also tension ·reducing. 
In order to relate the above theoretical formttlation ·. 
to the epeo1fie hypotheses involved 1n the main experiment., 
the principle of emphasis in rhiJtorio was foun~ useful as an 
explanatory conoept. AooQrd1ng to English gr~er, the 
sub3ect (because of primacy) and the verb (because 1t is the 
nheart• of the sentence) are the most vital 'ools tor· 
emphasis in the sentence• · In order to gain emphasis, the 
objeet in the foeus·ot an 1nd1vidual•s attent1oa, is placed 
by h~ in the more vital parts of the oommun1eat1ve system. 
Thus, 1t follows that the person with a high level of 
dominance is ordinarily expected to use tlle barrier as the 
aub3eot ot the verb of the sentence more often than the 
pel's.on w1 th a lower degree of clomlnanoe. 'l'hls should \le the 
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oase when the aubj act is w1.th the 1ntrans1 ti ve and trans1-
:t1ve verbs,. Since the subject of the passive verb is,, 
however, functionally the object of the verb and since 
. ' . 
objeots are not a place of emphasis .• the person with a high 
level ot dominance is ordinarily expected to use the barrier 
.as the subject of passive verbs less often than a person 
with e lower level of dominance. ~his same relationship 
would also exist tor other objects, both direct and !nd1reot .• 
It is further theorized that emphasis on the subject as focus 
ot attention oan be increased by modifying it by means of 
ad3ect1ves~ The person with a high level of dominance is, 
then~ expected to use mo~e adjectives to modify the subject 
when it is the barrier than the person with a lower level ot 
dominance. 
From the above theory~ the tollowins psyoholog1oal 
hypQthes1e can be staten: the tools of communication are 
selected so as to express tensions produced by the cognitive 
~rgan1aat1on associated with levels of dominance. The results 
. . . . . 
from the etat1st1oal analyses enta~led in the present research 
suggest that the psyohol~sical hypothesis may be accepted 
with a fair desree of confidence. This indicates that 
relative enduring tension systems are expressed verbally not 
in a haphazard but in a relatively systematic manner, i.e. 
in quantitative differences in the use of srammat1oal 
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categories. The psychological field 1a made up ot many 
other tens1oa systems. (including other aspects of per~on­
al1ty).· It is possible that each of them could have a 
certain mode of oommun1oat1on. Further investigation to 
test this hypothesis is warranted. 
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